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Abstract 
Keywords:  Localised quality of service routing, performance evaluation and 
routing algorithms. 
 
The Quality of Service (QoS) is a profound concept which is gaining increasing 
attention in the Internet industry. Best-effort applications are now no longer 
acceptable in certain situations needing high bandwidth provisioning, low loss and 
streaming of multimedia applications. New emerging multimedia applications are 
requiring new levels of quality of services beyond those supported by best-effort 
networks.  
 
Quality of service routing is an essential part in any QoS architecture in 
communication networks. QoS routing aims to select a path among the many 
possible choices that has sufficient resources to accommodate the QoS 
requirements. QoS routing can significantly improve the network performance 
due to its awareness of the network QoS state.  
 
Most QoS routing algorithms require maintenance of the global network ‟s state 
information to make routing decisions. Global state information needs to be 
periodically exchanged among routers since the efficiency of a routing algorithm 
depends on link-state information accuracy. However, most QoS routing 
algorithms suffer from scalability due to the high communication overhead and 
the high computation effort associated with maintaining accurate link state 
information and distributing global state information to each node in the network.  
 
The ultimate goal of this thesis is to contribute towards enhancing the scalability 
of QoS routing algorithms. Towards this goal, the thesis is focused on Localised 
QoS routing algorithms proposed to overcome the problems of using global 
network state information. Using such an approach, the source node makes 
routing decisions based on the local state information for each node in the path.  
 
Localised QoS routing algorithms avoid the problems associated in the global 
network state, like high communication and processing overheads. In Localised 
QoS routing algorithms each source node maintains a predetermined set of 
candidate paths for each destination and avoids the problems associated with the 
 iv 
maintenance of a global network state by using locally collected flow statistics 
and flow blocking probabilities.  
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Chapter 1   
Introduction 
1.1  Background 
Recent years have witnessed an exponential growth of the global Internet, both in 
its size and subscriber population, as well as in the variety of ways it is used.  The 
traffic volume of the Internet continues to grow exponentially due to the 
emergence of new characteristics and new requirements of real-time traffic 
applications on the Internet.  
 
Despite the fact that the Internet has witnessed tremendous success, its service 
model and architecture have remained the same. In packet switched networks, 
such as the Internet, routing is a process of delivering packets from sources to 
their ultimate destination via the most appropriate path. Routing in the Internet is 
still a datagram routing network; it was originally designed to provide a “best-
effort” paradigm in which all packets would be served indistinguishably. The 
best-effort traffic is processed as quickly as possible. But there is no guarantee as 
to timeliness or actual delivery. The network itself does not actively differentiate 
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between applications over the network. All packets are dynamically treated in the 
same fashion. The best-effort services are well suited for traditional data 
applications such as telnet, e-mail, and file transfer (ftp), they are inadequate for 
many emerging applications such as IP telephony, video on demand and 
teleconferencing, which require bandwidth guarantees and stringent delay.  
 
In order to address this issues, multi-path traffic techniques have been proposed 
[1], whereby Quality of Service (QoS) based routing is an essential part in any 
QoS architecture. The function of QoS routing is to select a path, among the many 
possible choices, that has sufficient resources to accommodate the QoS 
requirements. QoS routing can significantly improve the network performance 
due to its awareness of the network QoS state. This thesis mainly addresses the 
issues and problems of QoS routing.  
 
1.2  Motivation 
New emerging multimedia applications are appearing over the Internet, 
demanding particular QoS requirements, such as bandwidth, which must be taken 
into account when selecting a path.  
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A key aspect in these QoS architectures is the routing process, i.e. how routes are 
computed, selected and established.  In packet switched networks, routing can be 
defined as the act of moving information across a network from a source to a 
destination. Therefore, QoS routing can be defined as moving information across 
a network from a source to a destination, while considering QoS requirements in 
order to achieve more satisfaction and greater optimisation of network resource 
usage. 
 
It is worth noticing that there are two different tasks when talking about routing: 
the first task is collecting routing information to collect state information about 
the topology and link states of the network, the second task involves a routing 
algorithm to make a routing decision which will find a feasible path for a new 
connection based on the collected information. There are inherent scalability 
issues for both tasks.   As for the first one, collecting the global network QoS state 
gives rise to several problems: 
 The global network maintained at every node has to be updated frequently 
enough to cope with the dynamics of network parameters, such as 
bandwidth and delay, which imposes a large communication overhead for 
large scale networks.  
 To keep absolutely up-to-date information would require a prohibitively 
extensive exchange of link state update information between network 
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nodes for all links and this would consume unacceptable amounts of 
network resources. 
 The link state algorithm can only provide an approximate global state due 
to the overhead and non-negligible propagation delay of state messages, 
this imprecise aspect of the global state has a drastic effect on the resulting 
performance [2]. 
 Out-of-date information due to large update intervals can cause route 
flapping [2] in global QoS routing algorithms, which results from global 
synchronisation of distributing the network state, such behaviour results in 
poor route selection, instability and an overall degradation of network 
performance.  
 As for the second task, the computation overhead at the source is 
excessively high due to the frequent updates needed, which for QoS 
routing is typically done on a per-connection basis. 
 
The above problems become worse as the size of the network increases and so the 
scalability of QoS routing algorithms becomes a major challenge [20]. The 
inherent scalability problems associated with global view approaches have created 
a promising challenge to look for alternative approaches that can cope with the 
complexity and the dynamics of large-scale networks. These challenges and 
inherent scalability problems of global QoS routing algorithms therefore motivate 
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or agreed to investigate new methods and techniques for QoS routing algorithms 
in the context of the tasks described above. For this thesis, it is motivated to 
generate impetus in research and develop QoS routing algorithms using the local 
state information by stimulating QoS routing designers to think “out-of-the-box” 
by focusing on the development of novel QoS routing models incorporating 
holistic aspects of QoS performance objectives, the Internet topological 
characteristics, and infusion of other concepts and ideas related to the area of 
research. 
 
1.3  Thesis Aims and Objectives 
The research in this thesis is focused on contributing towards enhancing the 
inherent scalability of QoS routing algorithms. These aims can be divided into the 
following sub aims, as listed below: 
 To develop scalable Localised QoS routing algorithms that select a path 
based on available resources. 
 To develop techniques that can be used to design using characteristics of 
the suitable topology models in order to enhance their scalability. 
These aims can be achieved through the following objectives: 
 To study all aspects of global and local QoS routing focusing on their 
related scalability problems. 
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 To focus on source routing algorithms and study attributes that make them 
scalable in relation to various dependencies on the state information and 
QoS routing problems. 
 To develop a simulation environment that will be used to assess and 
compare the performance of various QoS routing algorithms.  
 To develop Localised QoS routing algorithms that provide guaranteed 
QoS requirements, low message overhead and efficient resource 
utilisation.  
 To develop an efficient and scalable Localised QoS routing algorithm that 
uses acceptance rate path selection methods.  
 To develop an efficient and scalable Localised QoS routing algorithm that 
uses a bandwidth, the same QoS metric used as a path selection metr ic. 
 To develop a network model that can be used to predict and enhance the 
performance of Localised QoS routing algorithms. 
 To develop an efficient and scalable Localised QoS routing algorithm that 
avoids congestion in order to achieve balanced traffic distribution. 
 To develop an efficient and scalable Localised QoS routing algorithm that 
uses a Localised QoS routing algorithm that is supplemented by an 
admission control in order to achieve efficient utilisation of network 
resources. 
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1.4  Thesis Original Contributions 
Throughout the thesis we make the following contributions and achievements 
[118] [119] [120] [121] [122] [125]: 
 The Localised Acceptance rate path selection Based Routing algorithm 
(ABR) is developed for QoS routing that performs routing using only flow 
statistics collected locally, which uses an average path statistics.  
 A new Localised Quality Based QoS Routing (QBR) algorithm is developed 
using bandwidth (the same QoS metric used) as a new path selection 
method. To the best of our knowledge using bandwidth as a path selection 
criterion is the first in the context of Localised routing algorithms. The 
performance is compared against an existing Localised Credit Based 
Routing (CBR) algorithm and demonstrates through extensive simulations 
that the QBR algorithm performs well in comparison with the CBR 
algorithm [121]. 
 A new topology parameter is developed to increase the flexibility of a large 
number of possible candidate paths that can be used to predict which 
network topologies gives better performance on the quality of Localised 
routing algorithms, taking path length into consideration. To the best of our 
knowledge this study is the first in the context of routing algorithms and 
topology based models [120]. 
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 A new Balanced Clustering Metric model (BCM network) is developed 
using the BCM metric that can be rewired to introduce increasing the 
connections that the network accepts.  
 The Localised Congestion Avoidance Routing (CAR) algorithm is 
developed in which the decision of routing is taken based on information 
updated in each connection request which distributes the load efficiently. 
CAR algorithm made transition from static update information to dynamic 
update information. The performance is compared against existing 
Localised CBR and QBR routing algorithms and demonstrate through 
extensive simulations that the CAR algorithm performs well in comparison 
with these [118]. 
 A new Call Admission Control with Localised QoS routing algorithm 
(CAC) is developed in order to limit QoS routing decisions to edge routers 
and achieve an efficient utilisation of network resources. To the best of our 
knowledge the call admission control has not been studied in the context of 
Localised routing algorithms. Simulations of various topologies are used to 
illustrate the integrated of Localised routing with admission control 
algorithm [119] [122].  
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1.5  The Thesis Outline 
The structure of this thesis is organised as follows: 
Chapter 2 introduces the QoS routing concepts and algorithms, provides a 
description of QoS routing notation and metrics, and considers how state 
information is maintained and update frequency is provided. An explanation about 
the QoS-routing problem is given to discuss the advantages and limitations of 
different routing strategies. This chapter also provides an overview of QoS routing 
algorithms based on shortest path algorithms, global routing algorithms and 
Localised routing algorithms. 
 
Chapter 3 gives a description of the simulation model used to assess the 
performance of the algorithms proposed. It also describes the simulator design and 
how it was validated. Different types of network topologies, parameter settings 
and performance metrics used in the performance evaluation are also described.  
 
Chapter 4 presents the ABR algorithm and a Localised QBR routing algorithm 
that relies on using bandwidth (the same QoS used) and evaluates their 
performance.  
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Chapter 5 looks at the varying performance of any routing algorithm. Since it is 
highly dependent on the underlying network topology, this chapter shows 
development of a new metric that can be used to predict which network topologies 
give better performance. A new topology parameter (BCM metric) to increase the 
flexibility of a large number of possible candidate paths that can be used to predict 
which network topologies gives better performance on the quality of Localised 
routing algorithms. 
  
Chapter 6, the Localised call admission control algorithm is proposed to utilize 
the network resources efficiently and reduce the signalling overhead. 
 
This thesis is concluded in Chapter 7 by presenting related conclusions of the 
proposed algorithms and providing some key recommendations for future 
directions for related work. 
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Chapter 2 
Quality of Service Routing: Concepts 
and Algorithms 
2.1 The Need for Quality of Service 
Packet switched networks, such as the Internet, are a collection of networks 
interconnected to each other through gateway routers. Routing is primarily 
defined as the process of delivering flows from sources to their ultimate 
destinations through intermediate nodes called routers, via the appropriate path.  
 
The routing process consists of two main functions: the first function entails 
selecting a path between a source and a destination and the second entails 
forwarding messages to their destination upon the path selected. The first function 
is carried out by using routing algorithms, such as Dijkstra‟s and Bellman-Ford‟s 
shortest path algorithms [3] [4]. The second function involves routing protocols, 
such as Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) [5] and Routing Internet Protocol (RIP) 
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[6] which are responsible for forwarding, and are usually directed by locally-
stored databases within routers, which maintain a record of the best routes [7].  
 
These databases are called routing tables and the construction of such routing 
tables is usually used to find efficient routing. Packet switched networks can be 
classified into two types based on the times at which routing decisions are made 
[5]. The first type is the datagram network, where two packets of the same user 
pair may travel along different paths, and a routing decision is necessary for each 
individual packet. 
 
The Internet today, via the Internet protocol (IP) only provides single level best-
effort applications where the data packets of all applications are judged equally 
without any guarantees on the service qualities and timelines. Routing in the 
current Internet focuses primarily on connectivity and typically supports only the 
best-effort datagram service. The routing protocols deployed, such as OSPF 
supports only the best-effort service. While these protocols are sufficient for 
traditional applications such as file transfer protocol (ftp) and telnet, they are 
inadequate for many emerging applications such as IP telephony (i.e. VoIP), video 
on demand and teleconferencing, which have demanded stringent service 
assurance of high bandwidth, explicit delay bounds, stable jitter and low packet 
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loss, which constitutes the notion of “Quality-of-Service” (QoS). Table 2.1 lists 
several common applications and the stringency of their QoS requirements.  
 
Moreover, in best-effort networks, there is no admission control or resource 
reservation for each connection because best-effort networks do not maintain 
information about each connection in routers along the path.  
 
Table 2.1 Applications and the stringency of their QoS requirements  
In addition, due to packets being routed independently, they may take different 
paths and arrive at the destination out of order. There is no guarantee of packet 
delivery additional functions in the host that are required to provide reliable 
transmission for certain applications, such as file transfer. The Transmission 
Control Protocol (TCP) [7], on the end systems, provides reliable packet delivery 
by retransmission after a failed delivery which is detected by the lack of 
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acknowledgement or a timeout. Other applications that do not require more than a 
best-effort service can directly use this type of network. The User Datagram 
Protocol (UDP) [8] serves the need of these types of applications.  
 
However, routing protocols in best-effort networks, such as the Internet have 
several drawbacks. Firstly, they primarily use a shortest path routing only 
paradigm that uses only a single minimum hop path metric between source and 
destination pairs, which can cause unbalanced traffic distribution. They also use 
single routing metrics, such as hop count.  
 
Since there is no admission control and they do not differentiate between tra ffic 
that uses the network, all connection requests are accepted to the network and 
there is no connection rejection. Clearly, when the offered load exceeds available 
network capacity, network congestion will occur. Therefore, the problem of 
congestion is inherent in the best-effort network because it lacks a traffic control 
mechanism. 
 
The complete definition of QoS is given as follows: 
 QoS is a set of service requirements to be met by the network while 
transporting a flow [10].  
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 QoS is the collective effect of service performances which determine the 
degree of satisfaction of a user of the service (ITU-T recommendation E-
800) [11].  
 
2.2 Internet Quality of Service: Architectures and 
Mechanisms    
The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) has introduced many mechanisms 
and service architectures for quality of service provisioning on the Internet. Most 
noted is the Integrated Services/Resource Reservation (IntServ/RVSP) Signalling 
Protocol architecture [12], [13], the Differentiated Services (DiffServ) architecture 
[14], Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) [15], Traffic Engineering (TE) [1] 
and Constraint Based Routing (CBR) [7].  
 
In Integrated Services (IntServ), the QoS requirements of a given flow can be 
guaranteed by reserving network resources, such as bandwidth and buffers,  
defined by the flow‟s requirements at the source and the destination prior to data 
transmission. IntServ relies on the RVSP [16] to reserve network resources for an 
application‟s traffic flow. It is a per-flow strategy, does not scale well 
topologically, is wasteful of resources, especially bandwidth, and increases 
complexity on end-systems. This is because the state of each flow must be 
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recorded and maintained in the intermediate routers on the delivery path for the 
active duration of each flow to provide QoS requested [16].  
 
Differentiated Services (DiffServ) define per-hop packet forwarding mechanisms 
that could differentiate classes of flows at each link. DiffServ have been 
developed to solve the scalability problem raised by Integrated Services. A 
network service provider can define service classes and allocate appropriate 
network resources by configuring the routers. Routers in integrated services 
differentiate between large numbers of connection requests, which result in large  
overheads to maintain a connection request state. DiffServ does not require 
advanced path information and flow setup making it scalable and flexible. In 
IntServ, the network tunes its resources to an application‟s flow, while in DiffServ 
a user tunes an application‟s flow to the network services and resources awarded.  
 
Although DiffServ is more scalable and has fewer signalling overheads than 
IntServ/RVSP, it does not provide end-to-end guarantees for real time 
applications and does not provide guarantees during congestion.  
 
Multi Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) is a new packet forwarding scheme 
where short, fixed length labels are used to differentiate different service classes 
[1]. MPLS has a header between the network layer and data link layer in the IP 
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header [17]. MPLS can set up an explicit path using a label switched in the MPLS 
domain, since the path used by the packet is specified by a single label switch 
router and should not be carried in the packet header.  
 
MPLS delivers additional capabilities for providing quality of service and 
engineering network traffic. By decoupling the forwarding mechanisms from 
routing, MPLS enables the deployment of specialised routing services without 
changes to the packet forwarding path [18]. In particular, MPLS supports setting 
up for explicitly routed label switching protocols in which the entire path is 
determined at the source. This allows for rerouting of certain classes of traffic to 
balance network load independent of the underlying conventional shortest-path 
routing protocol [1].  
 
Traffic Engineering is the process of arranging how traffic flows through the 
network so that congestion caused by unbalanced network utilisation can be 
avoided. Unbalanced traffic distribution is mainly caused by current routing 
protocols [3] such as Routing Information Protocol (RIP), Open Shortest Path 
First (OSPF) and Intermediate System to Intermediate System (ISIS) that always 
select the shortest path to forward packets. The network traffic engineer identifies 
classes of traffic and their endpoints, along with associated QoS metrics and 
policies.   
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Perhaps the most important QoS provisioning mechanism perceived is Constraint 
Based Routing (CBR) [19]. The goals of CBR are to compute paths that are 
subjected to multiple constraints and to increase utilisation of the network [19]. 
The MPLS mechanism also specifies a CBR that enables demand-driven routing 
capable of satisfying resource and policy requirements. A constraint based routing 
protocol then aims to find suitable paths that meet the requirements. Constraint 
based routing operates much the same as source-directed link-state QoS routing 
protocols. The value of constraint-based routing is in the fact that it has the ability 
to assist in traffic engineering while reducing the amount of manual route 
configuration [7].  
 
Constraint based routing also considers network configuration, flow requirements 
and resource availability on links. The constraints of CBR can either be network 
administrative policies for using the network resources „policy routing‟ or simply 
the QoS requirements of a flow „QoS-routing‟ such as bandwidth, delay, jitter and 
loss [20]. The absence of QoS-routing renders IP quality of service architectures 
of IntServ and DiffServ to be dysfunctional, because neither have in-built path 
computation mechanisms. IntServ and DiffServ must depend on QoS-routing in 
order to compute feasible paths that would have the required network resources to 
accept the flows. QoS-routing is complementary to traffic engineering making the 
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process automatic [21]. The QoS-routing position in the ITU-T framework [22] is 
depicted in Figure 2.1. 
 
 
 
Figure 2.1 The QoS-routing position in the ITU-T QoS architectural framework  
 
2.3 Quality of Service Routing Paradigm 
QoS routing is an essential part in the QoS architecture. Before any connections 
can be made or any network resources reserved, a feasible path between a source-
destination pair must be established.  
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QoS-routing is a routing mechanism under which paths for flows are determined 
based on some knowledge of resource availability in the network as well as the 
QoS requirements of flows [10].  
 
Flow requirements for QoS-routing are frequently referred to as the metrics of 
QoS-routing, such as bandwidth, delay, and number of hops, cost and jitter. 
 
The fundamental objectives of QoS-routing are threefold: 
1. Dynamic determination of feasible paths that have sufficient available 
resources capable of satisfying the QoS requirements.  
2. Network resource optimisation and improvement of overall performance by 
efficient distribution of the traffic in the network and maximisation of its 
network resources. 
3. Adaptability regarding network congestion, which provides smooth 
performance degradation to lower priority traffic.   
 
2.3.1 Notations and Metrics 
A network topology can be represented as a directed graph ( , )G V L , where V 
represents the number of nodes and L represents the number of links that connect 
nodes in the network.  
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Each directed link belongs to L from node u to node v, represented by (u, v), and 
has k values of its QoS metric, one for each directed link, represented as k 
weights: ),(),....,,(),,(),,( 321 vuwvuwvuwvuw k  where 0),( vuwi and ( , )u v L  . 
Path P from node S to node D in G is represented by 
0 1 2 ...S D jP u u u u       such that 1( , )i iu u L   for all values of i 
where1 1i j   . 
 
In order to find the path P that satisfies QoS requirements, a flow is needed by 
QoS routing algorithms. These QoS requirements can be presented as a single 
metric or a combination of different metrics. The three most common types of 
QoS metrics are also referred to as the composition rules of the metrics, as follows 
[23]: 
 The QoS metric is concave if: w (P) = min (w (u1, u2), w (u2, u3),…….., 
w(ui-1, ui)). Bandwidth is the most widely used metric, this is a concave 
metric, it is also called a link residual bandwidth metric.  
 The QoS metric is additive if: w (P) = w (u1, u2) + w (u2, u3) +……….... + 
w (u¡-1, ui). Delay, link cost and hop count are additive metrics.  
 The QoS metric is multiplicative if: w (P) = w (u1, u2). w (u2, u3)…….… 
w (ui-1, ui). Loss rate and reliability are multiplicative metric.  
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Pruning can be used with non-additive metrics to reduce computation overhead by 
removing the links that do not satisfy QoS requirements. Multiplicative metrics 
can be considered as additive metrics by replacing the link weights and constraint 
by their logarithms. 
 
2.3.2 The State Information Structure 
The routing process essentially consists of two basic tasks. The first task is to 
collect the state information and keep this information up to date. Each node in 
the network provides a consistent view of network state information. The 
procedure followed to perform the first task is sometimes referred to as the 
„routing protocol‟. The second task is to find a feasible path for a new connection 
based on the information collected in the first task. This task is carried out by a 
so-called „routing algorithm‟. The performance efficiency of any routing 
algorithm directly depends on solving of the first task. The state information 
structure takes the form of global, local and aggregated information, as described 
below:  
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 Local state information 
Network nodes (i.e. routers) gather recent or the latest state of its local traffic 
information statistics and assume to maintain its up-to-date local state. This can be 
the residual link bandwidths or any other QoS metric. The state information 
collected is then used to find a feasible path for a new connection [24].  
 
 Global state information 
The consolidation of local state information of all nodes in the network into a 
single database is called global state information. Every node is able to maintain 
the global state information by either a link state protocol or a distance-vector 
protocol [20], which exchanges the local states among the nodes periodically.  
 
There are two protocols whereby collection and maintenance of the global state is 
carried by each node [3]: link state protocol and distance vector protocol, which 
exchange the local states among the nodes periodically. The distance vector 
protocol is a simple routing protocol that uses distance metrics among adjacent 
nodes to choose the best path. In distance vector protocol each node has a routing 
table (vector) giving the best-known distance (according to the metric) to each 
destination. These routing tables are updated by exchanging information with 
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neighbours and it is assumed that each node knows the distance to each of its 
neighbours.  
 
The link state protocol updates other nodes in the network in order to determine 
the best path. Each router discovers its neighbours, measures the required QoS 
metrics and sends information to all other nodes in the network, this enables each 
node to see a topological view and the state of every link (local states). When the 
network size increases the global state becomes imprecise due to an 
approximation of the current state caused by propagation delay of local states  
[20]. 
 
 Aggregated state information 
In large networks, maintaining the global-state database is impractical as it is 
wasteful of resources due to excessive local state information which causes severe 
information imprecision. An approach proposed to make path computation 
scalable is aggregation of the state information. Aggregation is done by making 
the network into a hierarchical structure [25], [20], [26]. Nodes are grouped into 
domains at multiple layers forming a multi-domain hierarchy of nodes.  
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The multi-domain hierarchy of nodes is virtual and does not alter the physical 
connection of nodes in the network. Each domain is represented by a logical node. 
Nodes in each domain keep a detailed global state of the domain maintaining an 
aggregated state of other domains. In spite of being able to achieve scalability and 
reduction in local state information, state aggregation still adds additional 
imprecision [27].  
 
2.3.3 State Information Inaccuracy 
The performance of QoS routing schemes rely on the maintenance of the global 
state, in general there is a tradeoff between the overhead of frequent updates and 
the accuracy of global state information that the path selection algorithm depends 
on [2]. Generally, providing up-to-date changes of all links at all times are 
impractical, as this would require a huge amount of resources consumed by rapid 
global state updates in each link state. In the OSPF protocol it is recommended 
that the link state is updated once every 30 minutes. However, updating at such a 
long interval will result in some link state changes not being advertised [28].  
 
In order to reduce the protocol overhead a limited number of updates is required, 
but the large time interval leads to a stale link state, which may affect QoS routing 
in different ways, as follows [29]: 
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 The routing algorithm may hide the fact that there is a feasible path in 
existence. 
 A path may be rejected in the setup process because the required capacity 
cannot be provided for all links. 
 A non-optimal path may be selected by the QoS routing algorithm while 
more suitable paths exist.  
Maintenance of accurate network state information usually requires an 
insignificant amount of routing updates, since network state information changes 
are infrequent. However, maintaining accurate QoS state information requires a 
much greater amount of link state updates because network resource availability, 
such as available bandwidth, changes with each flow arrival and departure.  
 
2.3.4 QoS Routing Problems 
The focus is on studying routing problems which involve finding a path that 
satisfies a set of QoS constraints between source and destination pairs using the 
unicast routing problem. The QoS requirements of a connection are given as a set 
of QoS constraints, and they can be characterised into „link-constraints‟ and 
„path-constraints‟. 
 A link-constraint imposes a maximum or minimum limit on the use of link 
resources. Bandwidth and buffer space are examples of link-constraints. 
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 A path-constraint imposes a limit on the end-to-end QoS on a path. Delay, 
cost, jitter and hop count are examples of path-constraints.  
 
 
Table 2.2 Unicast QoS routing problems  
 
Table 2.2 lists problems of unicast QoS routing problems. A routing problem is 
defined as finding a path that satisfies a set of QoS constraints from a source node 
to a destination pair (i.e. a unicast QoS- routing problem). Single constraint 
routing problems can be further divided into four different types.  
They are: 
 Problem Example  Description Comp
lexity 
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s 
Link-constrained Bandwidth- constrained Find a path whose bottleneck 
bandwidth is above a given value 
p
o
ly
n
o
m
ia
l Link-optimizat ion Bandwidth- optimization  Find the path with maximum 
bottleneck bandwidth 
Path-constrained Delay-constrained Find a path with bounded delay  
Path-optimization  Cost-optimization Find a path whose total cost is 
minimized 
C
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 Link-constrained 
Path-optimization  
Delay- optimizat ion 
Bandwidth- constrained 
Find the least-delay path with the 
required bandwidth 
p
o
ly
n
o
m
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l 
Path-constrained 
Link-optimizat ion 
Delay- constrained 
Bandwidth- optimization 
Find the path with maximum 
bottleneck bandwidth and bounded 
delay 
Multi-path 
constrained 
Delay-constrained 
Cost-constrained 
Find a path whose cost and delay are 
less than some given values 
N
P
- 
c
o
m
p
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te
 
Path-constrained 
Path-optimization  
Delay-constrained 
Cost-optimization 
Find the least-cost path with bounded 
delay 
 
Table 2.2 Unicast QoS routing problems.  
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1. Link-optimisation – Link-optimisation routing problems entail finding a 
path with the largest bottleneck bandwidth (i.e. a widest path problem 
[23]). The routing problem can be solved using polynomial time 
algorithms, such as the modified Dijkstra‟s [30] (or Bellman-Ford [31]). 
2. Link-constrained – Link-constrained routing problems can be easily 
reduced to link-optimisation problems. One example is finding a path 
whose link bandwidths are equal to or higher than a specified bandwidth 
requirement. 
3. Path-optimisation – Path-optimisation routing problems consist of finding 
a path whose end-to-end cost is minimised. One example is least-cost 
routing. 
4. Path-constrained – Path-constrained routing problems impose an additive 
bound on the end-to-end QoS of a path. A common example is to find a 
path whose end-to-end delay does not exceed a specified delay bound (i.e. 
delay-constrained routing). 
 
Path-optimisation and path-constrained routing problems are also solvable using 
Dijkstra‟s (or Bellman-Ford) SP algorithm. 
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A single constraint routing problem exists when a connection specifies exactly a 
single QoS requirement. However, multiple constraint routing problems exists 
when a connection specifies multiple QoS requirements.  
 
A multiple constraint routing problem involving two or more additive metrics has 
been shown to be NP-Complete [32] [13] [15]. The metrics were assumed to take 
real values and be independent. This problem has been investigated and many 
heuristics have been proposed to solve the NP-complete problem in polynomial 
time [1] [7] [33] [34]. The problem can be avoided if one of the metrics refers to 
bandwidth as the QoS [33].  
 
2.3.5 QoS Routing Strategies 
The main tasks of QoS routing are collecting state information, keeping the state 
information up to date, and searching the routing for the information to find 
feasible paths for flows. Various QoS routing algorithms are classified into three 
types based on the way the state information is maintained and the search for a 
feasible path is carried o 
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2.3.5.1 Source Routing 
In the source routing algorithms [20] [23] [35] [36] each node maintains the 
complete global state of the network. The process of finding a feasible path is 
carried out at the source node using the global state.  
 
If there is no feasible path, the source node can immediately reject the connection 
or negotiate for less restricted requirements with the initiator of the connection. If 
the source node is able to find a feasible path, it sends a control message along the 
selected path to inform the intermediate nodes about the path and each node takes 
a number of well defined actions to setup the connection along the selected path.  
 
Strengths and Weaknesses of Source Routing 
Source routing achieves its simplicity by transforming a distributed problem into a 
centralised one. By maintaining a complete global state, the source node 
calculates the entire path locally. It avoids dealing with the distributed termination 
problem. 
 
Source routing is used in today‟s Internet, for example, to force an alternative link 
for certain traffic flow, e.g. to avoid congestion. In an MPLS framework, source 
routing could be more practical as the labels would represent the explicit paths. It 
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guarantees loop free routes. In addition, it is much easier to design centralised 
heuristics for some NP-complete routing problems than to design distributed ones.  
However, source routing has several problems.  
 The global state maintained at every node has to be updated frequently 
enough to cope with the dynamics of network parameters, such as 
bandwidth and delay, which imposes communication overheads for large-
scale networks. 
 The link state algorithm can only provide an approximate global state due 
to the overhead concern and non-negligible propagation delay of state 
messages, this impreciseness in the global state has a drastic effect on 
resulting performance [20]. 
 Out-of-date information, due to large update intervals, can cause route 
flapping in global QoS routing algorithms, which results from global 
synchronisation of distributing the network state [2] [36]. 
 The computation overhead at the source is excessively high, which with 
regard to the QoS routing is typically done on a per-connection basis.  
 
In summary, source routing has scalability problems. It is impractical for any 
single node to have access to detailed state information about all nodes and all 
links in a large network [36]. 
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2.3.5.2 Distributed Routing 
In distributed routing the path computation is distributed among the nodes. 
Control messages are exchanged among the nodes and the state information kept 
at each node is collectively used for the path search. Most distributed algorithms 
need to maintain a global state of the network in each node, while the routing is 
done on a hop-by-hop basis. Some distributed algorithms, such as flooding-based 
algorithms, do not require global state information to be kept at each node; 
instead, the hop-by-hop routing is done based on the local states.  
 
Strengths and Weaknesses of Distributed Routing 
The routing response time in distributed routing can be made shorter and the 
algorithm is more scalable than source routing. It is possible to search multiple 
paths in parallel for a feasible one to increase the chance of success.  
 
Most existing distributed routing algorithms [20 [37] [38] require each node to 
maintain a global network state, while flooding based algorithms, which do not 
maintain a global state, have a higher communication overhead. The distributed 
routing algorithms share more or less the same problems as the source routing 
algorithms. It is also very difficult to design efficient distributed heuristics for NP-
complete routing problems, because no detailed topology or link state information 
is available [38]. 
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In addition, when the global states at different nodes are inconsistent, loops may 
occur. Loops generally make the routing fail because the distance vectors do not 
provide sufficient information for an alternative path.   
2.3.5.3 Hierarchical Routing 
Hierarchical routing has long been proposed to cope with the scalability problem  
of source routing in large inter-networks [39] [40] [41]. An aggregated global 
state described in Section 2.3.2 is used in hierarchical routing. In hierarchical 
routing, each node maintains partial global state information where groups of 
nodes are clustered into higher- level logical nodes. 
 
Hierarchical routing algorithms directly use source routing algorithms to find 
feasible paths based on aggregated state information when connection requests 
arrive. Hierarchical routing also uses distributed routing through the path 
computation shared over many nodes.  
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Strengths and Weaknesses of Hierarchical Routing 
Hierarchical routing retains many advantages of source routing and distributed 
routing. Hierarchical routing performs well in large inter-networks because the 
extent of state information maintained at each node is logarithmic to the size of 
the complete global state, which means that hierarchical routing scales well due to 
reducing the level of state exchange overhead, nodal storage and computational 
effort [42]. 
 
The major drawback of hierarchical routing is that the network state information 
is aggregated, and additional imprecision is introduced in hierarchical routing, 
which imposes a negative impact on the QoS routing algorithm [43].  
 
2.4 QoS Routing Algorithms 
The problems of QoS routing have been addressed in many contexts in the 
literature and various algorithms have been proposed for providing QoS routing.  
These algorithms differ in terms of the source or distributed path which is chosen, 
how global state information is exchanged or Localised state information 
observations and whether the widest or shortest path is selected. An extensive 
survey of various QoS routing algorithms can be found in the literature [20] [44] 
[59] [60]. For the purpose of this thesis it is possible to broadly categorize QoS 
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routing into global QoS routing schemes that are based on global link state 
updates and Localised QoS routing schemes that are based on local path state 
observations. This thesis will focus on Localised QoS routing algorithms. 
 
2.4.1 Global QoS Routing Algorithms 
The majority of QoS routing algorithms proposed require a periodic exchange of 
link state information among network nodes in order to obtain a global view of the 
network QoS state information. Based on this current view of the network state 
information, a source node dynamically finds a feasible path for a flow originating 
from it and going to the destination. Such global routing algorithms primarily 
differ in path selection methods and how to exchange the global state information. 
Global routing algorithms have to deal with the trade-off between the resource 
usage and balancing network load, as well as between the accuracy of the network 
state and link state update frequencies. Detailed information about relationships 
between global routing algorithms and network conditions can be found in [46]. 
 
2.4.1.1 The Widest Shortest Path Algorithm 
The Widest Shortest Path algorithm (WSP) [47] chooses the fewest number of 
hops among all feasible paths that satisfies the bandwidth constraints. If there are 
more than one feasible path with the same number of hops, then the one with the 
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largest bottleneck bandwidth is selected. The WSP algorithm prefers shorter paths 
in order to minimize the usage of network resources. Links that do not satisfy 
flow requirements are eliminated using pruning, WSP is used based on assuming 
the pruned topology [48]. The performance differs between WSP with and 
without pruning. The WSP scheme prefers limiting resource consumption by 
giving the priority to the number of hops. The WSP scheme tries to choose lightly 
loaded paths in order to balance the load. In general, the WSP algorithm is the 
most studied in the literature and WSP results in better performance under heavy 
loads, while WSP also gives better performance under low loads and many 
variations can be derived by choosing different cost functions of the shortest path 
[49]  [50] [51]. 
2.4.1.2 The shortest widest path algorithm 
The Shortest Widest Path algorithm (SWP) [23] finds the largest bottleneck 
among all feasible paths. If there is more than one path with the widest feasible 
path existing, the one with the minimum number of hops is chosen. The SWP 
algorithm prefers the widest paths so that it can give higher priority to distributing 
network load efficiently and avoiding congestion on shorter paths.  
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2.4.1.3 The shortest distance path algorithm   
The Shortest Distance Path algorithm (SDP) [52] [53] selects the most feasible 
path with the shortest distance. The link‟s distance is the inverse of the available 
bandwidth of that link. The overall distance of a path is the sum of distances over 
all the links along the path, according to the distance function:   



pi iw
pdisp
)(
1
)( ……………….. (2.1) 
where w(i) is the available bandwidth of link i. 
 
The SDP algorithm prefers the least loaded paths and calculates these using 
number of hops [52]. It provides a method to balance by using the distance 
function.  Furthermore, the SDP algorithm can be modified to solve the shortest 
cost using the following function:  



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npdisp
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),( …………….…. (2.2)  
where w(i) is the available bandwidth of link i. 
Changing n in the SDP algorithm results in covering the spectrum between 
shortest path (n=0) and widest ( n ) algorithms [53]. 
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2.4.1.4 QoS extensions to the OSPF algorithm 
The QoS extensions to the OSPF algorithm (QOSPF) [47] propose mechanisms to 
extend the OSPF routing protocol. The goal is to improve performance traffic 
with minimum changes to the existing OSPF protocol structure. This algorithm 
computes the number of hops needed to perform the path selection algorithm, but 
the available bandwidth is advertised at each link in the network.  
 
It is assumed that the current link state information database needs to be presented 
at each node in the network topology. The number of hops and bandwidth are 
used in the path selection of the QOSPF algorithm, in which three variations of 
the widest shortest path (WSP) are introduced with different computation methods 
and storage requirements. The first algorithm calculates every source node to pre-
compute the maximum bandwidth with the minimum number of hops for every 
possible destination. This is done by the Bellman-Ford algorithm which identifies 
the optimal path (with maximum bandwidth) between the source and all 
destinations among the paths.  
The second algorithm performs on demand routing by using a standard Dijkstra 
shortest path to calculate a feasible path to the destination based on a graph, from 
which all links with insufficient bandwidth are pruned. This algorithm does not 
need any QoS routing table and uses current up-to-date link state information, 
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however the first algorithm has lower computational requirements due to its pre-
computation property.  
 
The third algorithm pre-computes the minimum number of hops using a standard 
Dijkstra calculation to find paths for all possible destinations with a set of 
quantised bandwidth values. That is, the range of bandwidth capacity is mapped to 
a fixed number of classes in order to find the minimum number of hops for a 
given bandwidth. The price to be paid for this algorithm is a loss in the accuracy 
of the generated path due to quantisation. 
 
Several recent proposals exist in the literature addressing global QoS routing 
information inaccuracy and its effectiveness on the path selection process [36] 
[87] [88] [89]. With a different approach, [91] seeks to eliminate the inaccuracy of 
the QoS routing scheme based on a centralised server, while [92] focuses on 
avoiding the traffic engineering information. Whereas [90] predicts the 
availability of resources along a path, while eliminating the typical link state 
advertisements. This thesis focuses on bandwidth constraint applications using 
localised QoS routing algorithms [55].    
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2.4.2 Localised QoS Routing Algorithms (Related Work)  
Localised quality of service routing schemes [54] [55] have recently been 
proposed as a viable alternative to the QoS routing algorithms that use global state 
information, where routing decisions are based on the whole network state. They 
try to circumvent the problems associated with maintaining global state 
information and the stateless problems by having source nodes infer the network 
QoS state based on flow statistics collected locally. 
 
The Localised view of the network QoS state is used to perform flow routing. In 
Localised QoS routing algorithms each source node maintains a predetermined set 
of candidate paths for each possible destination to send the flow along these paths. 
These should be selected using one of the existing methods or by finding out  
which mechanism gives the best results. Localised QoS routing algorithms avoid 
the problems associated with the maintenance of a global network state by using 
locally collected flow statistics and flow blocking probabilities.  
 
Localised QoS routing also avoids the drawbacks of selecting a best-path routing 
approach, such as degraded performance, in the presence of inaccurate routing 
information. The Localised approach considers adjustments for selecting a path at 
a network node by dynamically judging its quality and traffic flow based on local 
state information. Furthermore, the Localised routing approach has several 
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important advantages: increased network performance through minimal 
communication overheads, no processing overhead at core routers and easily  
deployable information. 
 
The selection of the candidate paths is a key factor in Localised QoS routing and 
has a considerable impact on how the Localised routing algorithm performs. 
Various methods for the candidate path selection process and their performance 
can be found in [56] [57]. 
2.4.2.1 Localised Proportional Sticky Routing Algorithm  
The Localised Proportional Sticky Routing algorithm (PSR) [55] was the first 
Localised QoS routing scheme used in the context of computer networks. The 
basic idea behind the PSR approach assumes that route level statistics, such as the 
number of flows blocked, is the only available QoS state information at a source 
and based on this information the algorithm attempts to proportionally distribute 
the traffic load from a source to a destination among the set of candidate paths, 
according to their flow blocking probability. With this scheme each source node 
needs to maintain a set of candidate paths R. A path is based on flow blocking 
probability and the load is proportionally distributed to the destination among the 
predefined paths. In PSR there are minimum hop paths Rmin and alternative paths 
Ralt, where R = Rmin   Ralt. 
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The PSR algorithm can be viewed as operating in two stages: proportional flow 
routing and computation of flow proportions. The scheme proceeds in cycles of 
variable lengths which form an observation period. During each cycle along a 
path r, any incoming connection request can be routed among paths selected from 
a set of eligible paths Ralt, which initially may include all candidate paths. A 
candidate path is ineligible depending on the maximum permissible flow blocking 
parameter γr, which determines how many times this candidate path can block a 
connection request before it becomes ineligible. 
 
For each minimum hop path, γr is set to ŷ, which is a configurable parameter, 
whereas the alternative path γr is dynamically adjusted between 1 and ŷ. When all 
candidate paths become ineligible a cycle ends and all parameters are reset to start 
the next cycle. An eligible path is finally selected depending on its flow 
proportions. The larger the flow proportions, the larger chances for selection.  
At the end of the observation period, a new flow proportion αr is computed for 
each path in the candidate path set, based on its observed blocking probability br.  
After each observation period the minimum hop path flow proportions are 
adjusted to equalize their blocking probability (αr.br). For the alternative paths, the 
minimum blocking probability among the minimum hop paths b* is used to 
control their flow proportion. That is, for each altr R , if br<ψb
*, γr=min (γr+1, ŷ). 
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If br> b
*, γr=max (γr-1, 1), where ψ is a configurable parameter to limit the 
„knock-on‟ effect [116] under system overloads. Note that γr≥1 ensures that some 
flows are routed along alternative paths to measure their quality. 
 
2.4.2.2 Localised Credit Based QoS Routing   
The Localised Credit Based Routing algorithm (CBR) [58] uses simple routing 
rules to route flows across the network. The CBR scheme performs routing using 
a crediting scheme for each candidate path in a candidate path set that rewards a 
path upon flow acceptance and penalizes it upon flow rejection.  
 
The path selection relies on the path‟s credits: the larger a path‟s credits, the larger 
chances for selection to send the flow. The CBR algorithm keeps updating each 
path‟s credits upon flow acceptance and rejection and it does not compute a flow 
proportion as in the PSR algorithm. It periodically keeps monitoring the flow 
blocking probabilities for each path and conveys the statistics data to the credit 
scheme to use it in each path for path selection.  
 
A set of candidate paths R between each source destination pair is required in the 
CBR algorithm. Like PSR, CBR predetermines a minimum hop path set minR  and 
an alternative path set altR , where R = minR  altR . Upon flow arrival the CBR 
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algorithm starts to select the largest credit path P.credits in each set of paths, 
minimum hop path set minR and alternative path set altR . The flow is routed along 
the minimum hop path that has the largest credit P min  which is larger than the 
alternative path that has the largest credit P alt ; otherwise the flow is routed along 
an alternative path, as described in the following formula (2.3). 
 
min. .altP credits P credits , where 1  …………  (2.3) 
 
 , is a system parameter that controls the usage of alternative paths. CBR uses 
blocking probabilities in the crediting schemes to improve the algorithm‟s 
performance, as a path with low blocking probability will gain more credits. The 
path credits are incremented or decremented upon flow acceptance or rejection 
using statistics of the path blocking probability.  
However, the CBR uses a MAX_CREDITS system parameter to determine the 
maximum attainable credits for each path by computing the blocking probability 
using formula (2). 
 
0   credits   MAX_CREDITS       …………… (2.4) 
 
The CBR algorithm records rejection and acceptance for each path and uses a 
moving window for a predetermined period of M connection requests. It uses 1 
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for flow acceptance and 0 for flow rejection, dividing the number of 0s by M to 
estimate each path‟s blocking probability for a period of M connection requests.  
 
2.5 Time Complexity 
There are some problems associated with QoS routing algorithms in large-scale 
networks, such as complexity, scalability and optimality [11]. It should be 
possible to scale QoS routing algorithms to large networks, however this 
introduces more complexity and more overheads in order to find a feasible path. 
Time complexity relies on the number of computational steps that an algorithm 
takes to find a solution for a given QoS routing algorithm problem. So, the time 
complexity of a QoS routing algorithm is related to the number of operations 
needed to satisfy QoS and its composition rules. Table 2.3 lists the time 
complexities for global and local routing algorithms. In QoS source routing 
algorithms, time complexity is a major performance criterion, since all 
computational steps to find a feasible path are carried out by the source [45]. 
 
Table 2.3 Time complexity of QoS routing algorithms  
Routing 
Algorithm 
State-
Information 
Time Complexity 
WSP Global O (N log N+L) 
SWP Global O (N log N+L) 
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SDP Global O (N log N+L) 
Dijkstra Global O ( 2|| N ) 
PSR Local O (R) 
CBR Local O (R) 
N =  number of nodes, L =  number of links , R = number of candidate 
paths 
 
2.6 Summary 
The benefit of QoS-routing in packet switched networks such as the Internet is 
undeniable, it brings about additional complexity and the diverse QoS 
requirements of many emerging applications are calling for a new paradigm 
beyond the best-effort approach traditionally used by the Internet. This thesis 
provides an overview of the QoS paradigm and its main components.  
 
Achieving scalability is a major concern for QoS routing, and this problem is 
persistent. As the Internet grows, so does the global state, state information 
inaccuracy and the routing costs. The most important strategies for QoS routing 
are included, along with their advantages and drawbacks, such as source and 
distributed routing, but they are short-term solutions. Seemingly, source routing is 
more favoured than distributed routing in many solutions for QoS-routing. 
Perhaps the main reasons for this are because source routing supports many 
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legacy protocols (i.e. OSPF) with minor modifications and best achieves the last 
two objectives of QoS-routing in Section 2.3.  
 
The most popular approaches to QoS routing presented with their related 
algorithms. Each algorithm tries to tackle the problem of QoS routing in a 
different way according to its goal. The algorithm proposed by Guerin et al. in 
their extension (QOSPF) uses this technique to pre-compute minimum hop paths 
for all destinations and a set of quantised bandwidth values. 
 
Most QoS routing algorithms try to find the best path for each destination and 
send flows to their destinations over the best path by using a global view of 
network traffic. A different approach was proposed by Nelakuditi to provide a 
higher quality of service. Localised QoS routing is a novel approach that attempts 
to circumvent problems associated with maintaining global state information.  
Since routers generally do not have a complete overview of network traffic, the 
only feasible way to split traffic over multiple routes is to use flow statistics 
collected locally.  
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Chapter 3 
Simulation Model and Performance 
Measures 
3.1 Introduction  
In this chapter, a complete simulation model of QoS routing is developed in order 
to assess the performance of the proposed algorithms. The simulation model will 
also enable us to compare the proposed algorithms under different network 
configurations. Based on this model, extensive simulation experiments will be 
carried out using various types of network topologies, traffic patterns and under a 
wide range of traffic loads. The simulation was developed for emulating realistic 
packet switched networks, such as the Internet, under different scenarios. The 
simulation model mainly consists of three parts: 
 The simulator package: this contains implementations of Localised QoS 
routing algorithms which can be used to evaluate their performance in a 
realistic manner. 
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 Simulation performance metrics: This is a set of performance evaluation 
metrics that can be collected and reported by the simulator package.  
 A set of scenarios and simulation configurations that can be used in other 
studies to evaluate the performance of new Localised QoS algorithms. 
 
The following sections describe this simulation model in detail. However, since 
routing is a network layer (i.e. higher layer) entity and due to the dynamic nature 
of the current realistic network topologies, the input to the routing algorithm will 
simply be the state information and the topological structure of the underlying 
network. This chapter discusses some adopted simulation parameters and 
conditions for simulating the proposed algorithms in the next chapters. It focuses 
primarily on aspects of network models, simulations and performance measures.  
 
3.2 Simulation Environment  
The performance of the proposed algorithms are evaluated using the open-source 
simulation environment OMNeT++ [60] [61]. OMNeT++ (Objective Modular 
Network Testbed in C++) is a discrete event simulator that is highly modular, well 
structured and scalable. It provides a basic infrastructure wherein modules 
exchange messages and provides a set of functions and tools for simulating the 
elements of a communication network, such as nodes, links and packets. An 
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OMNeT++ simulation is built on C++ foundations using the simulation class 
library. Modules are built out of hierarchically nested modules in which the 
number of hierarchy levels is not limited. Modules are programmed in C++ and 
use messages as the means of communication with each other. A node maintains 
an arbitrary number of gates that are used to send messages through links to other 
nodes. A network topology that contains gates, links and modules, is defined by 
the Network Description language (NED language).  
 
3.2.1 Simulator Design 
The modelling of large-scale networks is an issue that needs to be addressed in 
designing a network simulator environment. Moreover, the traffic arrivals of very 
large numbers of flows (over two million) are simulated in order to give accurate 
statistical results and to emulate realistic modern networks, which have very large 
capacities and can accommodate very large numbers of flows.  
 
With these goals in mind, It is found that the ns-2 simulator package focused on 
low level modelling, such as packet- level details and would require considerable 
customisation and the addition of missing components. Moreover, due to the 
outstanding number of simulation events that grow linearly with the numbers of 
concurrent flows, this package suffers from scalability problems and this could 
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lead to performance bottlenecks when managing a sorted event list of millions of 
events. Hence, a general-purpose network simulator is chosen to provide the basic 
functionalities for modelling the network elements and would enable us to 
develop the key components of our simulator. 
 
For this reason, our simulator is developed on top of OMNET++ [61] [62] which 
is a discrete event-driven simulator that provides a rich set of functions and tools 
for simulating the elements of a communication network, such as nodes, links and 
packets. 
 
3.2.2 Simulator Structure 
The functional diagram of the Localised simulator is illustrated in Figure 3.1. The 
functional diagram shows the key model components of the Localised simulation 
procedure. In particular, the diagram gives an overview of the simulation process 
and how it performs a specific task, as illustrated below.  
 
Simulation Initialisation and Network Topology Setup  
The module with its variables performs initialising steps in the entire simulation 
process. This includes reading and setting up the network topology, link capacities 
and simulation parameters. In addition, the set of candidate paths for each source 
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and destination pair is constructed based on topology information parameters, this 
set is used by Localised algorithms only. 
 
 Figure 3.1 Functional components of Localised simulator  
Traffic Generator Module  
The traffic generator module determines the characteristics of the traffic in the 
network, based on traffic parameters. Upon flow arriving to a source node the 
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traffic generator provides the flow with a random destination node based on the 
flow duration. The traffic generator module supports the following characteristics: 
 Flow arrival process: the traffic can be modelled as a Poisson stream or 
bursty stream with variable shaper.  
 Bandwidth requirements: either uniformly distributed or fixed.  
 Source-destination selection: chosen randomly.  
 
Event Generation 
The event generation can perform the following events: 
 Flow Arrival: The arrival of a flow will trigger the invocation of this 
handler which will pass each flow along with its bandwidth requirements 
to the path computation module to determine the best seemingly feasible 
paths for that connection; once the feasible path is determined the handler 
will invoke the flow signalling resource reservation to signal the flow.  
 Flow Termination: the flow termination handler releases the reserved 
resources to terminate the flow using the flow and signalling resource 
reservation module. 
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Path Computation Module 
This module implements various routing policies for Localised QoS routing 
algorithms. The algorithms use the information collected by the Localised state 
collection module to route traffic through the most appropriate candidate path.  
 
Flow Signalling and Resource Reservation Module  
This module simulates the basic flow signalling and resource reservation 
mechanism policy. When the path computation module returns a path that is 
feasible and which has satisfied the QoS requirements, the signalling mechanism 
initiates hop-by-hop signalling by the source node to reserve network resources 
for each connection arrival.  
 Bandwidth (Requested QoS)   
The signalling mechanism is simulated where the source node initiates hop-by-
hop signalling to reserve the requested bandwidth b on each link l in the network, 
l has the available bandwidth BW (l) which can be allocated to new flows.  
 
As the signalling message traverses through the selected path p, each node carries 
out an admission test to check over the outgoing link to make sure that the flow 
actually has sufficient bandwidth.  
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If the available bandwidth over the outgoing link has sufficient resources, where 
the available bandwidth is equal to or greater than the requested bandwidth, the 
node reserves the bandwidth b for the new flow, so that (i.e. BW (l) = BW (l) – b) 
before passing the set-up message to the next link in the path. This module 
accepts the flow and the flow is admitted into the network if all links along the 
selected path p have enough bandwidth to support the flow, otherwise, a failure 
message is transmitted back to the source node releasing the previously reserved 
bandwidth (i.e. BW (l) = BW (l) + b ) and the flow is rejected. 
 
Localised State Collection 
This module is responsible for collecting statistics about network state required by 
these algorithms and supports Localised QoS routing algorithms. Note that this 
module interacts with the flow signalling and resource reservation module in 
order to infer information about the network state and  obtain information 
regarding a flow‟s acceptance and rejection.  
 
Simulation Statistics Collection 
This module monitors large numbers of information statistics during the 
simulation runs. Locally collected flow statistics information is used by the source 
node to generate flow arrival rates, flow departure rates and routes traffic. This 
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also includes performance metric statistics information, such as flow blocking 
probability, bandwidth blocking probability and average carried traffic. The 
statistics collection module is invoked by different simulator modules in order to 
collect different aspects of the performance metrics.  
 
3.2.3 Performance Metrics 
3.2.3.1 Blocking probability 
The goal of QoS routing is to find a route from a source to a destination that 
satisfies the QoS requirements. In the flow-based model with bandwidth 
guarantees, a flow is admitted if it satisfies the required QoS along the path 
through which it is routed. If the QoS is not satisfied the path cannot be used and 
so the flow is rejected. Hence, only need to perform routing at flow level 
simulation to study the performance of different QoS routing schemes. The 
objective of QoS routing is then to minimise the blocking probability experienced 
by a flow arriving in the network. 
 
Valuable network resources have been used in path computation and, therefore, 
this is an undesirable overhead associated with a QoS routing algorithm. Ideally, it 
is needed to have a lower blocking probability with a minimal overhead.  This 
overhead is measured by the ratio of the number of paths rejected to the total 
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number of flows during long time intervals. This gives an estimation of the flow 
blocking probability which is, therefore, also a measure of the efficiency of the 
QoS routing scheme used. Essentially, the objective of QoS routing is to minimize 
the overhead while minimising the flow blocking probability. The flow blocking 
probability is used as the main performance metric to measure the performance of 
the proposed algorithms. The flow blocking probability is defined as: 
 
Flow blocking probability=
Number of rejected  requests
 Number of requests  arriving
 ………… (3.1) 
 
Flows will be rejected when one of the links along the path from source to 
destination does not satisfy the requested bandwidth. The notion of bandwidth 
blocking probability also is used to solve discrimination against flows with large 
bandwidth requirements. The bandwidth blocking probability is defined as: 
 
Bandwidth blocking probability =




ci
Bi
ibandwidth
ibandwidth
)(
)(
   ……….…….  (3.2) 
 
Here B is the set of blocked flows and C is the set of total flows. Bandwidth (i) is 
the requested bandwidth for path i.  
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 3.2.3.2 Load balancing 
Load balancing is considered to be one of the most important factors in evaluating 
the performance of QoS routing algorithms [96]. The importance of the blocking 
probability metric has been overshadowed, since most previous studies in QoS 
have not included a quantitative metric for this criterion.  
 
The objective of load balancing is to use the network resources more efficiently in 
order to reduce the network traffic congestion. Originally, it was important in 
designing QoS routing algorithms to measure the fairness and distribute the load 
among links in network topologies. One of the important metrics of evaluation of 
a QoS routing scheme is, therefore, load balancing where the fairness of any 
resource allocation is computed in the network to measure the efficiency of 
routing algorithms. 
 
The well-known Jain‟s fairness index [63] is used as a measure of load balancing 
of the algorithms.  Let N be the number of links in the network; Jain‟s index is 
defined for a set of values   Nxxx ,..,, 21  as: 
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(2) Example 2 
 
Figure 3.2 Jain’s index illustration  
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Jain‟s index is bounded between 1/N and 1: when the value is 1 the algorithm is 
100% fair, whereas a value of 1/N is the least fair. 
 
Bandwidth usage= 0+0+10= 10 Mb 
(1) Example 1 
 
 
Bandwidth usage= 5+5+5= 15 Mb 
(2) 
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To explain the Jain index usage in the context of QoS routing algorithms the two 
situations are considered as illustrated in the example 1 of Figure 3.2, where it is 
possible to setup two connections from node 0 to node 2, each with 5 M bits of 
bandwidth. In the first case, the two flows were routed along the direct link, while 
in the second case, they were split to balance the load among the links. The Jain 
index in the first case is 0.33 which means less fairness compared to the second 
case that has a Jain index fairness of 1, which means complete fairness. Note that 
balancing the load may cause inefficient resource usage optimisation as a result of 
using longer paths to avoid congested links, as shown in the example 2 of Figure 
3.2, so the two optimality constraints conflict with each other and a trade-off 
situation must be sought [35] [52] .  
 
3.2.4 Network Topologies 
A key challenge in studying routing algorithms in wide area networks lies in how 
to represent the underlying topology given the constantly changing and 
decentralised nature of the Internet [65] [66]. The characteristics of these 
topologies have not been well understood and this makes it hard to define a 
“typical” topology [67]. Adding to the challenge are observations that conclusions 
about performance of routing algorithms may in fact vary dramatically with the 
underlying network topology. 
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For example, random graphs can result in unrealistically long paths between 
certain pairs of nodes; “well-known” familiar topologies may show effects that 
are unique to particular topologies [2]. Consequently, simulation experiments in 
this study consider a wide range of network topologies which represent different 
topologies with different characteristics.  
 
ISP Topology 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.3 ISP Topology  
 
 
 
 
ISP   Topology 
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The familiar ISP topology is studied which has appeared extensively in simulation 
of routing algorithm studies [68] [69] [72]. The ISP network topology, shown in 
Figure 3.3, can also be considered as a single autonomous system domain for 
Internet Service Provider‟s networks [93] and it is typical of the nationwide 
network in the USA. Regular topologies are not considered such as torus and cube 
because they are infrequently used in realistic networks [73]. Although the 
structure of regular topologies makes them analytically tractable, the properties of 
such configurations are quite different from the properties measured on actual 
networks [65].  
 
Scale-Free Topology 
In scale-free [105] graphs, node degree distribution is characterised by power- law 
distribution [106]. Most nodes have small link connections while the remaining 
few have a high degree of link connections acting as highly connected hubs. 
Average path length in a scale-free graph is small, and this is called the small 
world property [103], [105]. Scale-free graphs, as opposed to random graphs, are 
in fact a true resemblance of the Internet network topology. Scale-free topology is 
generated on top using the BRITE generator [70] using the Barabási and Albert 
model [104].  
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Table 3.1 Characteristics of selected topologies 
 
Random Topologies 
Rather than considering regular topologies, which may hide important effects of 
heterogeneity and non-uniformity, random topologies are proposed. Random 
topologies are generated on top using the BRITE generator [70] using Waxman‟s 
model [71]. Table 3.1 lists the most important characteristics of the selected 
topologies used in the experiments, where Figure 3.4 shows the ISP and random 
topologies.  
 
 
Name 
Nodes Links 
Avg. 
degree 
Diam. Avg. path   length   
RANDOM80 80 480 6 6 3.008 
ISP 32 108 3.375 6 3.177 
RANDOM 32 32 122 3.812 4 2.415 
SCALE-FREE 32 122 3.812 2.4274 10.179 
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Figure 3.4 Selected random topologies used in simulations 
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(1) Random 80 Topology 
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3.2.5 Simulator Validation  
Validation guarantees that the simulation behaves as expected to ensure that there 
are no significant differences between the simulator model results and ones 
known to be correct [64]. Simulator model validation is the method used to prove 
that the results obtained from simulation experiments are correct. For this thesis, 
some validation testing has been conducted. Simulations are built on top of the 
OMNeT++ simulator to verify the correctness of the proposed Localised QoS 
routing algorithms. The core simulation engine is assumed and the functionality 
provided by OMNeT++ has been properly validated, since it has been used in the 
research community for a long time and results of many researchers have been 
achieved using this simulator. More information can be found in [60].  
 
Regarding validation of the proposed Localised QoS routing algorithms, the 
results obtained have been compared to those obtained by the credit based routing 
algorithm (CBR) [58]. For the CBR algorithm, using the same simulation 
parameters and configurations described by the designer of the CBR algorithm 
[58], the simulations are repeated using the simulator and found that the results 
were very close to the results reported. 
 
All results were collected for all simulation experiments from at least 2,000,000 
connection request arrivals and the results were collected after 200,000 connection 
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requests to allow a steady state to be reached. Each simulation experiment was 
repeated 20 times with different seeds; the 95% confidence intervals were 
computed and found to be extremely tight, such that in most figures only mean 
values of the results were presented. 
 
3.3 Summary  
In this chapter, the simulation model is presented which has been built on top of 
OMNeT++, through which to evaluate the performance of the proposed 
algorithms in the following chapters. In this chapter the simulator design was 
described, along with details provided as to how it was validated. Also, the 
network topologies, parameter settings and the performance metrics, such as 
blocking probabilities and load balancing, used in the performance evaluation 
were described.    
 
The attention next concentrated on local state information. In the following 
chapters a novel Localised routing algorithm is introduced to tackle the two major 
overheads of QoS routing in a very simple yet effective manner.  
 67  
Chapter 4 
A new Localised Quality Based 
Routing Algorithm 
(Bandwidth as a new Path Selection Routing 
Method) 
4.1 Motivations 
Routing in packet switched networks, such as the Internet, typically supports only 
best-effort traffic which was not originally planned for optimizing the 
performance of the network. The routing protocols deployed, such as OSPF [74] 
[75] [76], use the shortest path only routing mechanism. The OSPF protocol in the 
Internet, its extension QOSPF and the PNNI protocol of ATM networks [77] are 
practical examples of global algorithms which require the maintained knowledge 
of global state information to compute the QoS path.  
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Although these protocols are well suited for traditional data applications, such as 
e-mail, ftp and telnet, they are inadequate for many emerging multimedia 
applications, such as video on demand and teleconferencing, which require 
bandwidth guarantees. Furthermore, the global state information for the complete 
network state in each node suffers from the scalability of QoS routing algorithms 
in large networks.  
 
Moreover, with the current exponential growth of Internet traffic, the shortest only 
routing mechanism leads to unbalanced traffic distribution, since links become 
increasingly congested, while links not on the shortest path are underloaded. The 
Localised approach has recently been proposed as a viable alternative approach in 
which routing decisions are based on local information collected by the source 
node. A fundamental difference between the two approaches lies in the amount of 
network information needed to perform routing. Global network state information 
is large, especially for large networks, and it changes rapidly with every flow 
arrival and departure. 
 
The Localised QoS routing schemes avoid the overhead messages that are 
exchanged in order to keep up-to-date global state information and, therefore, 
avoid the routing scalability problem which occurs in large-scale networks. In 
Localised routing, only a small set of candidate paths needs to be maintained at  
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each node, along with their locally collected statistics. In contrast to  the global 
state which changes rapidly with network load, paths in the candidate set are  
selected based on relatively static information, such as topological information. 
 
The success of Localised routing in telephone networks [79] and the limited 
number of promising researches in the area of Localised QoS routing (in the 
context of packet switched networks) has motivated the present author to search 
for other viable novel Localised methods.  
 
The Localised proportional sticky routing (PSR) algorithm [54] [55], was the first 
Localised QoS scheme. Since it has been shown that the CBR algorithm 
outperforms the PSR algorithm [2] [78] in almost all situations. This study 
subsequently focusing the attention on using the CBR algorithm for 
benchmarking; the CBR scheme [78] is the most relevant work to this study 
 
Although, CBR exhibits a good performance against the PSR algorithm and it was 
performing at a more enhanced level than global WSP algorithm [47] the criteria 
used for path selection in the CBR algorithm relies on a crediting criteria, it does 
not directly reflect the quality of a path, which is indirectly reflected by the 
addition or subtraction of credits criterion. It is conjectured the quality of a path 
should be measured directly based on the path selection routing and also required 
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to use bandwidth in CBR as the QoS metric for path selection. Moreover, there 
does not appear to be any analytical justification to compute blocking probability 
as an increment or decrement factor for the credits, but the justification appears 
entirely intuitive. The CBR algorithm is not a gradient variable using 
manipulation by blocking probability.  
 
In this chapter a Localised acceptance rate based routing algorithm (ABR) is 
introduced which directly uses an average statistics to make routing decision. This 
is then a novel quality based routing algorithm (QBR) is developed which is an 
effective Localised QoS routing algorithm, in order to use a bandwidth (the same 
QoS metric used) as a path selection routing metric. The Localised credit based 
routing (CBR) proposed in [78] is studied further and compared its performance 
with the proposed schemes, in terms of flow and bandwidth blocking probabilities 
under various ranges of traffic loads and different network topologies.  
 
4.2 Localised Acceptance Rate Based Routing (Average 
Path Statistics as a Path Selection Algorithm) 
Unlike the CBR algorithm, which critically relies on a path‟s credit, the Localised 
acceptance rate based routing (ABR) uses simple routing rules across the network, 
using the acceptance rate of the path without a crediting scheme, in order to make 
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routing decisions. It rewards a path upon flow acceptance and penalizes it upon 
flow rejection. 
 
The ABR is a source routing algorithm where the source node makes the routing 
decision. When a new flow arrives, the path is computed by the source node 
which is likely to satisfy the requested QoS. This path selection is performed by 
the source node based on its own local view which is updated from previous 
routing attempts. Once a path is selected for the flow, the source node sends a 
setup message to travel along the selected path with each connection request. Each 
intermediate node performs an admission test for outgoing link residual 
bandwidth to see whether the link has the ability to support this flow. If the link 
can accommodate the flow, the requested bandwidth is reserved for that flow and 
the setup message is forwarded to the next hop along the path. The network 
therefore admits the flow if all links along the path can satisfy the requested 
bandwidth and the setup request is accepted. The resources reserved for a flow 
remain with it for the entire flow duration. However, if any link along the path 
does not support the requested bandwidth, the setup message is categorised as a 
setup failure which is rejected and the flow is blocked. Messages statistics are sent 
to the source node to calculate the acceptance rate from path request to path 
request. 
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The pseudo code for the ABR algorithm is given in Figure 4.1. Like CBR, ABR 
requires every node to maintain a predetermined set of candidate paths R for each 
possible destination. ABR distinguishes between two types of paths, the set of 
minimum-hop paths minR and the set of alternative paths altR , where 
R=
min altR R . Every path P associated with a variable P.Rate stores the 
accumulated values gained so far. Upon flow arrival, ABR selects two paths, 
minP (line 3) and altP (line 4) which are the paths with maximum acceptance rate 
in minR  and altR , respectively.  
 
The flow routed along minP  if:   minP Average altP  . Average (lines 5-6), 
where 1  , otherwise, altP is chosen (line 8).   is a system parameter that 
controls the usage of alternative paths. Note that if there is more than one path 
with the same acceptance rate the first one is chosen.  
 
When the flow is accepted along the selected path (line 10), its acceptance rate is 
accordingly updated and P.Rate is incremented by the value that corresponds to it. 
On the other hand, if the flow is rejected (line 13) its acceptance rate is 
accordingly updated and P.Rate is decremented by the value that corresponds to 
its acceptance rate, as shown in the pseudo code. 
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Initialize 
 
      Set  P.Rate=1,  PR 
       
ABR 
1. if P.Rate=0   PR 
2.   set P.Rate=1,   PR 
3. P min =max{P.Rate:  PR min }. 
4. P alt  =max{P.Rate   PR alt  }. 
5. if(P min .Rate>=P alt .Rate). 
6.     set  P=P min   
7. else  
8.    set   P= P alt  
9. route flow along path P. 
10. if flow accepted 
11. UpdatePath‟sAcceptanceRate(1) 
12. Compute P.Rate. 
13. else 
14. UpdatePath‟sAcceptanceRate(0) 
15. Compute P.Rate. 
 
     
Figure 4.1 ABR pseudo code  
 
Since the ABR algorithm continuously monitors the acceptance rate, it records 
flow data (acceptance and rejection) for every path and uses a sliding window 
with a predetermined period to calculate the path‟s acceptance rate.  For a period 
of M, the acceptance rate of every path will be calculated using the most recent M 
flow data. This is can be implemented easily using a sliding window with fixed 
size M. The new value is added to the beginning of the list after removing the 
oldest value from the list. 
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Figure 4.1 is the ABR pseudo code for updating the acceptance rate of a path. As 
an example, let S= 1,1,1,1,0  represent the information regarding acceptance and 
rejection of the last M =5 flows, where 0 indicates flow rejection and 1 indicates 
flow acceptance, then the acceptance rate will be 4/5. Now, if another flow is 
rejected, then the oldest element (leftmost position) will be deleted from S, and 
replaced by the data from the last flow, i.e. S= 1,1,1,0,0  then the acceptance rate 
will be 3/5, and updated accordingly. In contrast to the previous Localised 
schemes, which indirectly reflect the quality of the path by the addition or 
subtraction of the credits criterion, the ABR computes the acceptance rate directly. 
 
4.3 Localised Quality Based Routing (Bandwidth as a 
Path Selection Algorithm) 
Unlike the previous Localised schemes, whereby the only available information at 
the source node entailed statistics regarding blocked flows, in order to make a 
routing decision the Localised quality based routing algorithm (QBR) is proposed 
to modify the ABR algorithm from average path‟s acceptance to average path 
quality using the same QoS metric (bandwidth) for routing decisions. 
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QBR aims to select a candidate path where the bottleneck bandwidth is above a 
required value, since a QBR is a bottleneck bandwidth algorithm. The state of 
each candidate path is calculated by the state of the bottleneck and then the 
resulting average value is used to measure the quality of the path. Upon flow 
arrival the path with the largest average path quality is used to route the incoming 
flow. QBR keeps monitoring the bottleneck links for each candidate path set in 
the network and continuously updates each path from path request to path request. 
By using updates bottleneck link values actually reflect the quality of the path.  
 
The QBR is a source routing algorithm where the source node makes the routing 
decision. When a new flow arrives, the path is computed by the source node 
which is likely to satisfy the requested QoS. This path selection is performed by 
the source node based on its own local view that is updated from previous routing 
attempts. Once a path is selected for the flow, the source node sends a setup 
message to travel along the selected path with each connection request. Each 
intermediate node performs an admission test for outgoing link residual 
bandwidth to see whether the link is able to support this flow. If the link can 
accommodate the flow, the requested bandwidth is reserved for that flow and the 
setup message is forwarded to the next hop along the path. The network therefore 
admits the flow if all links along the path can satisfy the requested bandwidth and 
the setup request is accepted. The resources reserved for a flow remain with it for 
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the entire flow duration. However, if any link along the path does not support the 
requested bandwidth, the setup message is categorized as a setup failure which 
means it is rejected and the flow is blocked. Messages statistics are sent to the 
source node to calculate the average path quality from path request to path 
request.  
 
The pseudo code for the QBR algorithm is given in Figure 4.2 as follows: 
Localised quality based QoS routing requires a predetermined set of candidate 
paths R. The main characteristic that is associated with every path P in the 
candidate path set is the average path quality computed by each candidate path‟s 
bottleneck bandwidth. P.Quality is used to store the average values and update its 
value with each path request. Upon flow arrival, QBR selects the path with the 
largest average path quality (line 3) and routes the flow along the selected path.  
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Initialize 
      Set  P.Quality=1,  PR 
      QBR 
1. if P.Quality=0   PR 
2.   set P.Quality=1,   PR 
3. P min =max{P.Quality:  PR min }. 
4. P alt  =max{P.Quality   PR alt  }. 
5. if(P min .Quality>=P alt .Quality).  
6.     set  P=P min   
7. else  
8.    set   P= P alt  
9. route flow along path P. 
10. if flow accepted{ 
11. if(ResidualBandwidth>=RequestedBandwidth)  
12. UpdatePathQuality(1) 
13. Compute P.Quality.  
14. else 
15. UpdatePathQuality(NormalisedResidualBandwidth) 
16. Compute P.Quality.} 
17. else if flow rejected 
18. UpdatePathQuality(NormalisedResidualBW) 
19. Compute P.Quality.  
 
Figure 4.2 QBR pseudo code  
 
If the flow is accepted along the accepted path, the residual bandwidth is 
calculated along it. As the setup message travels to the destination it performs a 
comparison over the links along the path to get the minimum residual bandwidth 
for that path (line 11). The QBR algorithm focus on bottleneck links along the 
path, the source node continues to use the same route unless another path is much 
better in terms of path quality, if the flow is accepted and the value of a bottleneck 
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link along the path is above or equal to the requested bandwidth the update value 
is stored at the source node by one (line 11). If the flow is accepted and the value 
of a bottleneck link along the path is less than the requested bandwidth the update 
value is stored at the source node by a normalised value less than one (line 15). If 
the flow is rejected the update value is stored at the source node by a normalised 
value (residual bandwidth – requested bandwidth) which is less than zero (line 
18). The QBR algorithm continuously updates values within intervals of [-1, 1]. 
The path‟s update values are therefore added to previous values of the path and 
stored in the source node. 
 
As a new connection arrives with the source node, the stored values are divided 
by the number of connections sent in order to estimate the actual average path 
quality. It should be noted that choosing the minimum residual bandwidth among 
the links on the selected path reflects the actual bandwidth that the path can 
support. In contrast, if the flow is rejected its residual bandwidth is subtracted 
from the overall path residual bandwidth and the new average is calculated as 
previously. When the path‟s bottleneck links decrease the probability of being 
chosen also decreases for new connections. Increasing or decreasing the path 
bandwidth actually reflects the quality of the path which can be measured 
accurately. 
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QBR monitors the bandwidth of a path and the source node stores the accepted or 
rejected flow of each path respectively. It calculates the average path quality using 
a simple moving average (sliding window) over a predetermined period. So, for a 
period of M, the average path quality will be calculated over the most recent M 
connection requests.  
 
For example, let S= 1,0.6, 1, 0.1,1   represent the values collected over data 
from the last predefined period M =5 flows for the path P, the average path quality 
would be 1.5/5. The oldest element is in the leftmost position whereas the newest 
one is in the rightmost position. Now, if another flow is accepted, then the oldest 
element will be deleted from S, and will be replaced by the data from the latest 
flow. 
 
4.4 Performance Evaluation 
To evaluate the performance of the proposed Localised algorithms, the 
Acceptance rate Based Routing (ABR) and the quality based routing (QBR), they 
are compared with the Localised CBR scheme. PSR and global QoS routing 
algorithms were not considered for comparison since Localised CBR has been 
shown to outperform both PSR and the global QoS routing (WSP) algorithm in 
almost all situations [2] [55]. In the following, the simulation setup is described 
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first and then compared with the performance of the proposed schemes using the 
performance metrics defined earlier.  
 
4.4.1 Simulation Setup 
The Localised QoS routing schemes ABR and QBR were implemented based on 
the discrete-event simulator OMNeT++ [60] [61] and extensive simulations were 
conducted to test their performance. A variety of QoS routing schemes [23] [45] 
[64] [69] have been proposed to make routing decisions at the flow level. The 
predetermined Localised algorithms PSR and CBR perform routing decisions in 
the simulation at the flow level. By performing simulation at the flow level it is 
possible to simulate the performance of thousands of flows in an efficient manner; 
consequently the objectives and procedures between flow level and packet level 
are different. Hence, the flow level simulation is needed to perform studying the 
performance of QBR scheme.  
 
Due to the fact that performance of the QoS routing algorithms may in fact vary 
with underlying network topologies [73], simulation experiments in this study 
consider different types of network topologies as listed in Table 4.1. A familiar 
ISP topology is used in the simulation experiments, which has been widely used 
in different QoS routing algorithm studies [68] [69] [72]. In addition, random 
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topologies are investigated and generated on top using the BRITE generator [70] 
using Waxman‟s model [71]. Table 4.1 lists the most important characteristics of 
the topologies used in the simulation. 
 
Table 4.1 Characteristics of network topologies 
 
 
4.4.2 Traffic Generation 
All links are assumed to be symmetric, bidirectional and have the same capacity C 
(C=150 Mbps) in each direction. The network topology is assumed to remains 
fixed throughout each experiment in the simulation; hence the effects of link 
failures not investigated.  
 
Flows arrive to each source node according to Poisson distribution with rate λ=1 
and destination nodes are selected randomly by uniform distribution. Flow 
duration is exponentially distributed with a mean value 1/μ, while flow bandwidth 
(QoS requested) is uniformly distributed within the [0.1 – 2MB] interval.  
Name 
Nodes Links 
Avg. 
degree 
Diam. Avg. path   length   
RANDOM 80 80 480 6 6 3.008 
ISP 32 108 3.375 6 3.177 
RANDOM 32 32 122 3.812 4 2.415 
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Following [1], the offered network load is /Nhb LC   , where N is the 
number of nodes, L is the number of links in the network, b is the average 
bandwidth required by a flow and h is the average path length (averaged across 
all source-destination pairs.). The parameters used in the simulation for CBR are 
MAX_CREDITS=5 and Φ=1. Blocking probabilities are calculated based on the 
most recent 20 flows.  
 
A set of candidate paths is chosen such that for each source-destination pair in a 
selected network topology, the candidate set consists of paths that have at most 
one hop more than the minimum number of hops. All results are collected for all 
simulation experiments from at least 2,000,000 connection request arrivals and the 
results are collected after 200,000 connection requests to allow a steady state to be 
reached. Each simulation experiment was repeated 20 times with different seeds; 
the 95% confidence intervals were computed and found to be extremely tight, 
such that in most figures only mean values of the results are presented, see Figure 
4.3(a). 
 
4.4.3 Performance Metrics 
The performance metrics used to measure the performance of the algorithms are 
flow blocking probability and bandwidth blocking probability. Flows are rejected 
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when one of the links along the path from source to destination does not satisfy 
the requested bandwidth. The blocking probability is defined as: 
 
Flow blocking probability=
Number of rejected  requests
 Number of requests  arriving
   …………..   (4.1) 
 
the notion of bandwidth blocking probability is also used to solve discrimination 
against flows with large bandwidth requirements. The bandwidth blocking 
probability is defined as: 
 
Bandwidth blocking probability =




ci
Bi
ibandwidth
ibandwidth
)(
)(
        …………….. (4.2) 
 
Here, B is the set of blocked paths and C is the set of total requested paths, and 
bandwidth (i) is the requested bandwidth for path i.  
 
4.4.4 Simulation Results 
4.4.4.1 Blocking Probabilities 
The performance of CBR, ABR and QBR is compared under different settings 
using the flow blocking probability and bandwidth blocking probability.  
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4.4.4.2 Various Load Conditions  
There are several conclusions that can be shown from Figure 4.3. First, there is a 
marked reduction in the blocking probability by the ABR algorithm when 
removing the crediting scheme from the CBR performance evaluation. Second, it 
is evident that there is quite a significant performance gain in using the bandwidth 
as a path selection metric, instead of only statistics gathered by the source node. 
Third, in the QBR algorithm, the source node continuously has an advantage in 
using the same set of candidate paths unless the other path is much better in terms 
of path quality, which gains the best performance compared to others.      
 
Figure 4.3 compares the performances of CBR, ABR and QBR algorithms in 
terms of flow blocking probability and bandwidth blocking probability which are 
plotted under various ranges of offered loads. The flow and bandwidth blocking 
probabilities are plotted against the offered load using the random topology 
Random 32. As noted in the Figure 4.3 that under very low loads the performance 
comparison of the three algorithms is relatively small, which is intuitively 
expected since the probability of finding sufficient resources in each link is high 
and flows are almost always accepted. However, performance varies significantly 
when the load increases, and the bandwidth blocking probability grows more 
rapidly than the flow blocking probability, implying that flows with large 
bandwidth requirements are difficult to route, as expected. It is also notable that 
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the relative performance of the three algorithms is the same for flow and 
bandwidth blocking probabilities, suggesting that either may be used to evaluate 
the performance of Localised QoS routing algorithms, especially when the 
bandwidth requirements are slightly small compared to link capacities. Since 
QBR makes routing decisions based on the bandwidth, which is monitored 
frequently, its gives the best performance compared with the other algorithms. It 
even performs better than CBR, particularly under heavy loads.  
 
CBR selects the path using the crediting scheme which is changeable according to 
the blocking probability, this tends to select relatively more alternative paths. 
Since credits of the selected path are updated after every path request and routed 
along that path, any flow rejection will cause its credits to be decreased and an 
alternative path with more credits to be selected. In the same way QBR selects 
paths with the largest average path quality using bandwidth, which gives more 
scope to select paths as long as they satisfy QoS bandwidth. 
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Figure 4.3 Flow and bandwidth blocking probabilities in Random 32 
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 (a) Flow blocking probability 
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(b) Bandwidth blocking probability 
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4.4.4.3 Network Topologies 
In view of the fact that the performance of any routing algorithm may vary 
dramatically with the underlying network topology, different types of network 
topologies were used to evaluate the performance of the algorithms. However, the 
goal is not to provide a thorough evaluation of the impact of network topology on 
the performance of routing algorithms, rather, the aim is to illustrate that the 
algorithms maintain good performance across different topologies. The research 
direction of impact of topology on the performance of Localised QoS routing 
algorithms is illustrated in the following chapter.  Consequently, simulation 
experiments consider a range of network topologies with differences in their 
parameters, such as average path length, number of links between nodes, and 
average node degree. 
 
Figure 4.4 shows the flow blocking probability for the three algorithms using 
topologies described earlier in Table 4.1.  
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Figure 4.4 Impact of network topologies 
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(a) Random 80 topology 
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 (b) ISP topology 
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Figure 4.4 show that the ABR algorithm and the QBR algorithm give comparable 
performance against CBR algorithm in all types of network topologies, especially 
in random topologies. 
 
It has been shown that Localised algorithms discriminate against alternative paths 
which prefer the shortest paths. These algorithms usually outperform algorithms 
that do not take path length into consideration [1] [64] [73]. The Localised 
algorithms typically perform well in dense networks (i.e. Random 32 topology) in 
which there are enough candidate paths between any source and destination. On 
the other hand, these algorithms are hard to use scarce resources in the sparsely 
connected ISP topology in which the performance between the proposed 
Localised algorithms was reduced, as shown in Figure 4.4.  
 
4.4.4.4 Impact of Bursty Traffic 
Although, Poisson traffic models have been extensively used to characterize the 
various dynamics of the Internet flow arrivals, recent studies [94] [95] have 
showed that the flow arrivals with heavy tails, such as Weibull distributions, give 
more realistic traffic model representations. Consequently, the effect of bursty 
traffic is evaluated under the Random 32 topology and Random 80 topology 
where flow inter-arrival times follow the Weibull distribution.   
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Figure 4.5 Impact of bursty traffic in random topologies 
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shape parameter and a=0.5 for the small shape parameter where burstiness is 
increased with a smaller shape value. Figure 4.5 shows the flow blocking 
probability plotted against the offered load with different shape values for both 
random topologies, Random 80 and Random 32.  
 
As shown in Figure 4.5, increased burstiness in the arrival process results in 
increased blocking probability over the offered loads used. This is in contrast to 
the CBR algorithm [58], where the burstiness has no significant impact compared 
with the PSR algorithm, particularly in the case of shape parameter 0.3, where the 
burstiness is increased. CBR makes routing decisions based on the crediting 
scheme, which is increased with burstiness. Figure 4.5 show that burstiness has a 
very significant impact on the performance of the QBR algorithm using different 
random topologies.  
 
4.4.4.5 Large Bandwidth Requests 
To examine the effect of large bandwidth requests, a case of mixed traffic is 
evaluated using two classes of flows, small-bandwidth flows and large bandwidth, 
but having the same flow duration. The amount of bandwidth requested by the 
flows is derived randomly from the range [0.1-2MB], with a mean b1=1.05 for 
small-bandwidth flows, and [2-4] with mean b2=3, for large-bandwidth flows. The 
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flow duration for both bandwidth flows using the Random 80 topology was drawn 
from an exponential distribution with mean 140 time units. The performance is 
measured by varying the mix of small and large bandwidth flows, f and (1-f) 
respectively, while keeping the offered load fixed. The arrival rates are changed 
according to the formula: 
 
1 2( (1 ) )f b f b Nh
LC



   
    ………………  (4.3) 
Figure 4.6 shows the bandwidth blocking probability plotted as a function of the 
fraction of small-bandwidth flows. As shown in the Figure 4.6 the CBR scheme 
gives the worst performance regardless of the fraction of small-bandwidth flows. 
For all schemes, the performance degrades as the fraction of large-bandwidth 
flows increases. Consequently, as the fraction of small-bandwidth flows increases 
the blocking probability decreases and again, as shown in Figure 4.6, QBR 
performs better than CBR with small flows. 
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Figure 4.6 Impact of large bandwidth in Random 80.  
 
In contrast to the CBR algorithm, in which the routing is independent of the 
amount of bandwidth requests, the QBR continuously monitors the bandwidth and 
the amount of bandwidth flow is stored by the source node before path selection 
for both small and large-bandwidth requests. However, during the routing process 
the source node is unable to put the bandwidth requests into classes; therefore it is 
more difficult to route large-bandwidth flows than to route small-bandwidth 
flows. It can be noticed that the difference in performance remains fixed between 
CBR and QBR, and they have good performance with small requested flows or 
large requested flows, but not with a mixture. 
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4.4.4.6 QBR Sensitivity to Input Parameters  
Since QBR monitors the residual bandwidth in each path among the candidate 
path set, a predetermined period M (sliding window) is used to record residual 
bandwidth upon flow acceptance or rejection. Figure 4.7 shows the flow blocking 
probability plotted against the offered load using different periods of M 
connection requests. It can be seen that the blocking probability decreases as the 
value of M increases. M parameter controls the observation period of the path 
bandwidth, so a longer period is needed to get a good estimation of how good or 
bad the path is. Figure 4.8 shows the blocking probability plotted against window 
size M connection requests on Random 32 topology, with the fixed load = 0.8. 
QBR showed a better performance as the M increases. That is, the more data that 
is collected about the residual bandwidth, the more accurate the information 
obtained about the quality of the path. Figure 4.8 shows that the blocking 
probability sharply decreases as the M increases until it reaches 50. Choosing 
values for the M between 50 and 200 connection requests, gives a gradual 
decrease in the blocking probability; whereas values larger than 200 have a 
negligible effect on the blocking probability. It should be noted that the M in this 
experiment is appropriate for the Random 32 network topology and may not be 
the same for other topologies. 
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Figure 4.7 Choices of window size in Random 32 
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Figure 4.8 Choices of window size (M Connection Requests) in Random 32 
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4.4.4.7 Time complexity 
Most global QoS routing algorithms perform variants of Dijkstra‟s algorithm on 
the resulting graph. This takes at least O (N log N+L) time, where N is the size of 
the network (nodes) and L is the number of links (edges) in the network. On the 
other hand, the CBR, ABR and QBR schemes use a simple method that involves 
path selection among the set of candidate paths R, in which the time complexity 
requires O (|R|) operations. CBR needs to update the blocking probability which 
requires O (|1|). Similarly, QBR needs to update the bottleneck residual bandwidth 
statistics and ABR needs to update acceptance rate statistics, which also both 
require a constant time O (1).  
 
In fact, QoS routing is scalable when the overhead increases linearly as the 
number of nodes increases. In global QoS routing each node requires a view of the 
status of the whole network throughout link state updates. On the other hand, in 
Localised QoS routing only source nodes need to monitor statistics about the 
candidate path set and send a flow to the most feasible path. Moreover, Localised 
algorithms do not need the global state to be maintained at each router to keep the 
link state updated as this imposes routing overheads.  
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4.5 Summary 
In this chapter, different from previously used Localised algorithms, which 
indirectly characterise the quality of the path, a Localised acceptance rate based 
QoS routing scheme (ABR) using the acceptance rate for routing using an average 
acceptance rate to a Localised quality based QoS routing scheme (QBR) that 
makes routing decisions using bandwidth statistics collected locally. A simulation 
model was developed to evaluate the proposed performance in realistic scenarios.  
 
Performances of these algorithms were compared against the CBR algorithm and 
it was demonstrated, through extensive simulations using different types of 
network topologies and under a wide range of traffic loads, that these algorithms 
perform better than the CBR algorithm in all situations. Simulation results showed 
that ABR and QBR gave a comparable performance with low communication 
overhead. 
 
Only a portion of the results were observed in this chapter the findings were 
published in a research paper [118], but for the purpose of this thesis, many details 
had to be added and corrected even for the mentioned parts. 
 98  
   Chapter 5 
A new Localised Network Based 
Routing Algorithm 
5.1 Introduction 
The constantly changing nature of the Internet presents a challenge in evaluating 
routing behaviour in large-scale networks. Various studies have evaluated the 
performance of different routing algorithms on simulated networks with various 
topologies, such as ISP [48] [72], random topologies [2], and others [49]. 
However, due to the characteristics and decentralized nature of the Internet it 
makes it hard to define a typical topology [65] [66]. In view of the fact that routing 
algorithms are network layer entities and the varying performance of any routing 
algorithm depends on the underlying network topology, in the efficient design and 
assessment of the performance of Localised routing algorithms it is necessary to 
use different network topologies which vary in their characteristics and topology 
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parameters. These differences between topologies have a significant influence on 
how well the routing algorithms behave.  
It has been shown from the previous chapter that Localised routing algorithms 
discriminate against alternative paths which prefer the shortest paths. These 
minimum hop algorithms usually outperform algorithms that do not take path 
length into consideration [1] [64] [73]. Biasing towards short paths is particularly 
attractive in large-scale networks, since path length is a relatively stable metric 
compared with link delay [97]. With this in mind, It is concentrated to shed some 
light on how Localised QoS routing algorithms can be affected by the level of 
network connectivity.  
 
In this chapter a new network parameter is developed  that can be used to predict 
which network topology gives better performance on the quality of Localised 
routing algorithms, taking path length into consideration. A simple method is 
proposed using this parameter which can be rewired to introduce increasing the 
connections that the network accepts. Simulations of random and complex 
networks used to show that the performance is significantly affected by the level 
of connectivity. 
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5.2 Some Basic Network Features 
The ubiquitous nature of complex networks has been recently studied in many 
fields in science [99] [100] [101], such as the Internet, the power grid and the 
World Wide Web (WWW). These have naturally been concerned with the 
network structure and connectivity constraints. This section provides details of the 
main concepts which have played key roles in recent study. 
 
5.2.1 Average Path Length 
The average path length h  is defined as the number of links in the shortest path 
distance between two nodes, averaged over all pairs of nodes.  
1
2
( 1)
N
ij
i
h v
N N 


        ……………….  (5.1) 
where ijv is the distance between node i and node j, and N is the number of nodes. 
The diameter D of a network therefore is the maximum distance between any pair 
of nodes in the topology.  
 
The average path length h  determines the effective size of the network; the 
average path length is relatively small in most realistic networks, implied by the 
name small world networks.   
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5.2.2 Clustering Coefficient 
The clustering coefficient C is the average fraction of pairs of neighbours of a 
node that are also neighbours to each other. Suppose that a node i has k adjacent 
nodes to the maximum possible number which is given, at most  1 / 2i ik k  links 
can exist between them. Let iC denote the fraction of allowable links that actually 
exist. ( )C i is then the clustering coefficient over all node i . 
2
( )
( 1)
i
i i
C
C i
k k


       ………………………..  (5.2) 
 
Every node in the topology has a clustering coefficient associated with it. The 
clustering coefficient of whole topology is the average of ( )C i over all node 
coefficients. 
1
( )N i
i
C i
C
N
     ……………………… …..  (5.3)       
where N is the number of nodes.  
 
5.2.3 Degree Distribution 
The most important characteristic of a single node is its degree. The degree ud of a 
node u is defined by the total number of its connections 2ud L where L is the 
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number of links. Thus, the larger the degree the more important the links of the 
node are in the network. The average of d  over the whole topology is called 
average node degree of the network, and can be written as 
2L
d
N
   where L is 
the number of links and N is the number of nodes.  
The spread of node degrees over a network is characterized by the degree 
distribution function P d  , which is the probability that a randomly selected node 
has exactly d links over the whole network. A prominent common feature of 
random topologies is that the connectivity distribution of a network peaks at an 
average value and decays exponentially. The degree distribution can be 
approximated to a binomial degree distribution. 
1
1
(1 )d N p
N
p d P p
d
 
 
    
 
    ……………………….  (5.4) 
 
For large N it can be replaced by a Poisson distribution as: 
( ) ( )
! !
d d
PN dPN dp d e e
d d
         ……………………….. (5.5)   
where d  is the average node degree of topology. 
 
Although the previous metrics are major factors used to measure the topology 
used in many realistic networks, they only measure the node clustering structure 
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and do not possess the capability to capture the global clustering structure. 
Clustering coefficients compute the clustering with regard to how two hop 
neighbours are connected. How are all nodes correlated? Similarly, the degree 
distribution is too limited to capture global properties of Internet topologies; 
topologies with the same degree distribution may differ significantly [109]. The 
average path length computes the distance between source destination pairs. 
However, the topology metrics based on average values do not reflect balance 
clustering through all nodes in the topology.    
 
5.3 Small World Networks 
Recent work on Internet topology characterisation and complex networks has 
been related to small world models featuring distinct elements from the early 
Erdős and Rényi (ER) random network model [102] and Waxman‟s model, which 
extends the ER model by factoring the distance between nodes [71].  
 
5.3.1 Small World Networks 
Watts and Strogatz [103] introduced the concept of a small world network in 
terms of transition from a regular topology to a random topology. When 
considering the high level of clustering of a regular topology (lattice), it starts 
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with a ring lattice with N nodes in which every node is connected to L neighbour, 
thus showing a large clustering coefficient with a small average path length. It 
goes with a randomly rewiring links in the network with probability p in such a 
way that the transition between order 0p   and randomness 1p  . 
 
However, the major limitation of the algorithm is that it can be viewed as 
homogeneous and the degree distribution observes the same binomial distribution 
used for random topologies. Although the authors in [110] observed that the 
Internet topology has small world behaviour, when recent topology models were 
evaluated none of those modelled resulted in high clustering coefficients for the 
Internet [109].   
 
5.3.2 Scale-Free Networks 
Barabási and Albert (BA) [104] suggested that the complex networks are not 
exponential networks, they are in fact scale-free networks and their degree 
distribution has a power law [105]. Faloutsos observed the same power law for the 
Internet [106]. A power law does not observe a peak value at its mean value. 
Rather, it starts at the maximum value and then decreases with a characteristic 
exponent   all the way to infinity. 
p d d      ……………………………….  (5.6) 
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This is why they are called scale-free networks, as they have no characteristic 
scale to define degree distribution properly. Recent studies of degree distributions 
on the Internet, WWW and cellular networks (among others) can fit the above 
equation with  values between 2 and 3, depending on the particular network 
[108]. 
 
On the other hand, the number of links for most nodes is small, while only a few 
nodes have a higher number of links. This is because scale-free networks grow 
through the addition of new nodes that are preferentially connected to the existing 
nodes with a high degree of connectivity. This high connectivity nodes act as 
highly connected hubs, hubs are responsible for the small world phenomena. Hubs 
are commonly referred to, in the large-scale Internet, as autonomous systems (AS) 
[115]. 
 
However, there is no analytical justification formula for the average path length or 
clustering coefficient for the scale-free model and the model, in general, fails to 
produce the high levels of clustering seen in real networks. A different research 
direction considers the tradeoffs between performance and physical topology 
constraints and suggests that physical topology should not be a power law to 
enjoy better performance [107].  
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Although, various topologies manifest obvious small world properties, it has been 
shown that small world networks and scale-free topologies are rewiring randomly 
and they are in fact resulting in very sparsely connected networks. However, their 
topologies are not balancing the connectivity between nodes and it is inadequate 
for the performance of Localised routing algorithms. 
 
5.4 A New Clustering Metric 
Previous studies in the context of global QoS routing algorithms have tended to 
use average path length and the average node degree [2] [73] [98] to measure the 
level of connectivity. Clustering structures have a significant impact on the 
performance of various routing protocols [111]. Further topology parameters can 
help the analysis of network traffic, congestion and critical network issues [112]. 
However, Localised QoS routing algorithms need a suitable topology that 
balances the distance between any pair of nodes in the topology to increase the 
flexibility of a large number of possible candidate paths, which would reduce the 
blocking probability. For this reason it is desirable to design a new topology 
metric that accurately captures the balance level of connectivity. A balance 
clustering metric (BCM) is developed which is a practical clustering accuracy 
metric. The basic idea of BCM involves calculating the distances between any 
pair of nodes and then computing a standard deviation path length which 
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subjectively specifies how tightly the nodes are clustered throughout the topology. 
To the best of our knowledge the proposed metric has not been analysed before, 
whether in the context of routing algorithms or topology based models. 
Let V be a set of topology nodes and L be the set of links in a topology  ,G V L , 
the BCM metric using path length for each pair of nodes i , let M

 be the path 
matrix which stores the number of hops along the direct path between source and 
destination pairs, M

is the shortest path length among all node pairs and the 
diagonal elements of M

are zero. The diagonal elements are all zero 0iiM  , and 
off-diagonals contain the number of hops (distance) along the path connecting 
each pair of nodes i j  is iv . 
 
Therefore the BCM metric is calculated using the standard deviation of the row 
distances as follows: 
 
2
1
1
N
i
i
m
BCM
N

 



      ………………….. (5.7) 
Where, i is the sum of rows or columns in the path matrix and m  is the 
arithmetic mean. The sum of row distances for each node is calculated by: 
1
N
i i
i
v

      ……………………………………(5.8) 
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The arithmetic mean is
1
/
N
i
i
m N

  , the BCM metric of the whole topology is: 
2
1 1 1
1
N N N
i i
i i i
v N
BCM
N
  
  
   
  

  
 ……………………  (5.9) 
where N is the number of nodes. 
 
The BCM metric can well reflect the significance of the structure in the topology. 
The smaller the BCM the more significant the structure, if the BCM=0 this means 
the distance between each source-destination pair is the same; this is considered to 
be a balanced topology. 
 
the average path length ( h ) is calculated by summing the non zero elements of the 
path matrix and dividing by the number of non zero elements. 
/ ( 1)h T N N  ,where T is the sum of off-diagonal elements and N is the number 
of nodes.  
 
the degree and clustering coefficients of topology characteristics is obtained  
using its adjacency matrix A

. Any network topologyG with N nodes can be 
represented by its adjacency matrix A

with N N elements ijA , whose value 
is 1ijA Aji  if nodes i  and j  are connected and 0 otherwise.  
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The degree of the node is i ij
j
k A , the total degree of the topology is the 
doubled total number of links L
2
1, 1 1
2 ( )
N N
ij ii
i j i
K L A A
  
   

 
 
The total number of loops of length 3 in the topology is:  
2
3
1
1
( )
6
N
ii
i
N A

 

 
The total number of connected triples of nodes in the topology is : 
2
1, 1 1
1 1
( ) ( 1)
2 2
N N
r ij i i
i j i
i j
T A k k
  

   

 
The clustering coefficient of the topology is: 
3
1
2
1, 1
( )
1
( )
9
( )
N
ii
i
N
ij
i j
i j
A
C i
A

 





       …………………………. (5.10) 
More information for indicating the clustering coefficient relations can be found 
in [113].  
 
For example, a simple topology depicted in Figure 5.1 is evaluated, which the 
number of nodes N=6 and the number of links L=9.  
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The diagonal elements are all zero and off diagonals contain the number of hops 
along the path connecting each pair of nodes. In fact the diameter of this topology 
is 2 hops; therefore the largest value for any element of L can be 2.  
 
 
 
Figure 5.1 Illustration of BCM Metric 
 
The average path length ( h ) is 1.4 the clustering coefficient is 0.9133 and the 
balance clustering metric (BCM) is therefore is 1.265 
 
 
 Table 5.1 Illustration of BCM Metric  
 
 
0v 1v 2v 3v 4v 5v  i   BCM 
0v 
1v 
2v
 
3v
 
4v
 
5v
 
0 1 1 1 2 1  
 
 
= 
6  
 
 
= 
 
 
 
1.265 
1 0 2
 
1 1 2 7 
1 2 0 1 2 2 8 
1 1 1 0 1 1 5 
2 1 2 1 0 2 8 
1 2 2 1 2 0 
8 
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5.5 Localised BCM Network Model 
A simple method is developed using a BCM metric that can be rewired to increase 
the connections that the network accepts. Thus, the topology is assumed that is 
static in the sense that although links can be rearranged, the number of nodes is 
fixed throughout the forming process. However, our goal is not to provide a 
thorough evaluation of topology model design, rather the aim is to provide an 
accurate topology structure that maintains best performance for Localised routing 
algorithms. 
 
It is necessary to develop a simple method for network topology in which the 
level of connectivity can be adjusted in a controlled manner. This method 
incorporates the addition of new links, the removal of some existing links and 
rewiring without altering the number of nodes or links in the topology. The path 
matrix form is examined in which the elements of path matrix M

are equal to the 
distance separating nods or 0 if no path exists. 
 
Thus, starting from the initial topology structure, it is necessary to monitor 
changes of topology by removing links for lower distance between existing node 
pairs and reconnecting to larger node distance pairs in agreement with the level of 
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connectivity: removing the link min i to min iv connected nodes and adding a link 
to max i to max iv  node pairs. 
 
This method is quite natural, since it is possible to make several rewiring changes 
to decrease the BCM metric and then decrease the average path length 
significantly. On the other hand, several rewired links will not crucially change 
the local clustering property of the network. The path matrix of the example 
described in the previous Section is examined to illustrate BCM network method,  
the number of nodes N=6, the number of links L=9, the clustering coefficient is 
0.91 and 1.265BCM  , as shown in the Table 5.2:  
 
 
Table 5.2 Path Matrix of original Topology 
The link between nodes 3 0v v is removed which is the lower i  and add a link 
between nodes 5 4v v  which is the larger i .  
 
 
0v 1v 2v 3v 4v 5v  i   BCM 
0v 
1v
 
2v
 
3v
 
4v
 
5v
 
0 1 1 1 2 1  
 
 
= 
6  
 
 
= 
 
 
 
1.265 
1 0 2
 
1 1 2 7 
1 2 0 1 2 2 8 
1 1 1 0 1 1 5 
2 1 2 1 0 2 8 
1 2 2 1 2 0 8 
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The rewiring process is repeated according to the level of connectivity, the 
following example demonstrates three rewiring changes and the BCM value has 
decreased from 1.265 to 0. The path matrix and topology representation is then 
modified as follows: 
 
 
Figure 5.2 Illustration of BCM Topology 
 
 
Table 5.3 Path Matrix of BCM Topology 
It is noted that the average path length is 1.4, the clustering coefficient is 
decreased to 0.33 and the BCM metric decreased to 0.  
 
 
0v 1v 2
v 3v 4v 5v  i  
 BCM 
0v 
1v
 
2v
 
3v
 
4v
 
5v
 
0 1 1 1 2 2  
 
 
= 
7  
 
 
= 
 
 
 
0 
1 0 1
 
2
 
1 2 7 
1 1 0 2 2 1 7 
1 2 2 0 1 1 7 
2 1 2 1 0 1 7 
2 2 1 1 1 0 7 
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5.6 Performance Evaluation 
The performance of the proposed method is evaluated using the Localised QBR 
scheme and the Localised CBR scheme. In the following, the simulation model is 
described first and then compare the performance of the QBR and CBR schemes 
using the performance metrics defined in the previous chapters.  
 
5.6.1 Simulation Model 
Extensive simulations are conducted and implemented under OMNeT++ [60] [61] 
in order to test the performance of the Localised QoS routing algorithms proposed 
in the previous chapter, according to the level of network connectivity. 
Consequently, the simulation experiments considered a range of topologies with 
similarities and differences in their important parameters, such as average path 
length, node degree and diameter, including BCM metric. This study is comment 
on similarities and differences between the trends in each topology.  
 
Random topologies are considered with relatively different levels of connectivity 
to evaluate the effects of having multiple shortest candidate paths between pairs of 
nodes. In addition, the well-known ISP topology is considered which has been 
classified as a sparsely connected topology. The random topologies were 
generated using the BRITE generator [70] using Waxman‟s model [71]. The 
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scale-free topology is considered which was generated on top of the BRITE 
generator [70] using the Barabási-Elbert model [100].      
 
5.6.2 Traffic Generation 
Traffic engineering assumptions and parameters is stated in Section 4.4.2 
including the capacity, flow arrival distribution QoS requested distribution, 
offered network load formula and the parameters has been used in the simulation 
for CBR  algorithm.  
 
5.6.3 Performance Metrics 
The performance metrics is stated in Section 4.4.3 includ ing flow blocking 
probability and bandwidth blocking probability formulas and definitions.  
 
5.6.4 Simulation Results 
5.6.4.1 Performance Prediction of Localised Routing Algorithms  
The Localised QoS routing algorithms depend on the underlying network 
topology. To study the effects of topology on the performance, four random 
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topologies are evaluated with similar size n = 18 and number of links L=58 under 
the same traffic load using the topology metric described in Section 5.4.  
 
The main parameters and characteristics of the configurations are listed in Table 
5.4. 
 
 
Table 5.4 Characteristics of random topologies 
 
It can be shown from topologies parameters that the balance clustering metric 
BCM is increasing based on the level of connectivity. A lower BCM typically 
implies a dense topology with balanced path lengths and more flexibility in 
selecting routes, whereas a larger BCM implies lower connectivity. The 
differences in the BCM metric shown in Figure 5.3 reveal a significant influence 
regarding how well Localised algorithms perform. 
Name 
NODES LINKS 
Avg.    
degree 
Avg. path  
 length 
BCM  Metric 
Network1 18 58 3.22 2.32 2.09 
Network2 18 58 3.22 2.346 2.27 
Network3 18 58 3.22 2.43 5.77 
Network4 18 58 3.22 2.5 6..92 
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Figure 5.3 Comparison of random topologies of CBR scheme using flow and bandwidth 
blocking probabilities  
 
 
Figure 5.3(a) and Figure 5.3(b) show the comparison between topologies using 
Localised CBR scheme in terms of flow blocking probability and bandwidth 
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 (b) CBR (Bandwidth Blocking Probability) 
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blocking probability. The performance metrics are plotted as a function of offered 
load. The offered load is increased by changing the mean holding time using the 
formula described in Section 4.4.2. The performance of Localised CBR strongly 
depends on the network topology measured by the value of the BCM metric; the 
Localised routing algorithms perform well for dense topologies. The reason 
behind that, dense random topologies have flexibility of a large number of 
possible candidate paths which reduces the blocking probability.  
 
However, the performance for the random topology with a lower connectivity 
degrades, which is more likely when most pairs of nodes have a larger path length 
of the network. 
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Figure 5.4 Comparison of random topologies of QBR scheme using flow and bandwidth 
blocking probabilities  
 
Similarly, Figure 5.4 compares the same topologies using both performance 
metrics for the Localised QBR algorithm, the performance of the QBR algorithm 
depends on the level of connectivity. 
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(b) QBR (Bandwidth Blocking Probability)  
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The performance of sparse ISP topology is evaluated, as depicted in Table 5.2. 
However, the characteristic of ISP topology has relatively lower connectivity 
compared to random topologies. Table 5.5 lists the main parameters of the 
proposed topologies.    
 
 
Table 5.5 Characteristics of random and ISP topologies 
 
 
Figure 5.5 shows the comparison between ISP and random topologies. It can be 
seen that the performance degrades as the value of the BCM metric increases. 
Figure 5.5 shows that Localised routing algorithms usually discriminate against 
alternative paths in which the algorithms prefer the shortest paths. It has been 
shown that the Localised routing algorithms typically perform well in dense 
networks (i.e. Random 32 topology) which have the flexibility of a large number 
of routes between each source and destination.  
 
 
 
Name 
Nodes Links 
Avg. 
degree 
Avg. path   
length   
BCM 
ISP 32 108 3.375 3.177 14.296 
Random1 32 122 3.8125 2.494 4.329 
Random2 32 122 3.8125 2.416 10.388 
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Figure 5.5 Comparison of random and ISP topologies using flow blocking probability  
 
On the other hand, these algorithms are hard to use scarce resources in sparsely 
connected ISP topologies as they consume more resources to accommodate future 
flows. 
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More generally, due to the growth of the Internet and increasing demand for 
predictable performance, the simulation results observed an ability to predict 
topology. Using the BCM metric it is possible to predict, between topologies, 
which are likely to give better performance. 
5.6.4.2 Network Based Localised Routing Model 
Figure 5.6 shows simulation results of the ISP topology which continuously adds 
links and removes existing links to the topology using the method described in 
Section 5.5 until a rich connectivity is achieved.  
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Figure 5.6 Comparison of the BCM network model with ISP topology 
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Figure 5.6 compares the performance of the ISP topology and BCM topology. It 
can be observed that the BCM reduce blocking probabilities as well as increase 
the number of candidate paths for each node pair. Using larger paths in sparse 
topologies tends to consume more resources for future flows causing performance 
degradation. In this form it is of negligible importance when load is low, as there 
are still sufficient resources to route future flows.   
 
Figure 5.7 compares the performance of the QBR algorithm under the scale-free 
topology and BCM topology, the performance is increased by changing the 
topology to BCM topology.   
 
Figure 5.7 Comparison of the BCM topology with scale-free topology 
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(a) Flow Blocking Probability 
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(b) Average Path Length 
Figure 5.8 Flow blocking probability and average path length  
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Figure 5.8 (a) observed a decreasing blocking probability as a function of 
decreasing the BCM metric. Figure 5.8(b) observed a decrease in the average path 
length in the BCM topology which significantly satisfies the small world property 
which maintaining the same network sized of the original network. 
 
5.6.4.3 Varying Non-Uniform Traffic 
The destination nodes in the simulation experiments have been selected 
uniformly. However, in realistic networks the source nodes may receive more 
traffic demands, especially in the case of the communications in the sub-networks, 
which usually receive more demands than the communications across sub-
networks.  
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Figure 5.9 Impact of varying non-uniform traffic 
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The authors in [114]  emphasized that the global uniform end-to-end IP QoS 
solution is not realistic. For these reasons, non-uniform traffic is modelled under 
the scale-free topology and it has been virtually divided into two sub-networks. 
The BCM metric of the sub-network1 is 4.22, the BCM metric of the sub-
network2 is 4.5 and the BCM for the network topology is 8.72.  
 
The non uniform traffic is varied across the scale-free topology; the traffic 
demands routed inside the sub-network are three times higher than traffic routed 
between sub-networks. 
 
In Figure 5.9 flow blocking probability is plotted against different load conditions 
using uniform and non-uniform traffic for scale-free topology. It can be noticed 
that the Localised routing algorithms perform extremely well under non-uniform 
traffic compared with uniform traffic. Hence, by formulating the correlated traffic 
in the building blocks of realistic topologies using the BCM metric, superior 
performance is effectively obtained by reducing the blocking probability.  
 
5.7 Summary 
In this chapter a new clustering metric is developed based on Localised QoS 
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routing taking path length into consideration. The BCM metric showed to be a 
good indicator and can be used to predict which network topologies give better 
performance using the same network features. The BCM network model is 
developed using a BCM metric that rewired to introduce increasing the 
performance.  It is found that this model have small characteristic path length 
under random and complex network topologies.  Localised QoS routing algorithms 
typically perform well for highly connected networks where they are likely to be 
able to balance the load over the set of minimum hop candidate paths. The 
performance is assessed under a spectrum of topologies with various connectivity 
levels to model the diversity seen in current realistic networks.    
 
However, due to Localised algorithms being difficult to route for scarce resources 
over sparse topologies, it is generally suggested that the Localised algorithms 
should distribute the load according to connectivity, in order to obtain a 
comparable performance and then avoid congestion, this is the major work 
undertaken in the following chapter. 
 
Only a portion of the results were observed in this chapter; these were published 
in a research paper [119], but many details had to be added for this chapter.   
 128  
   Chapter 6 
A new Localised Call Admission 
Control Algorithm 
6.1 Introduction 
Future large-scale networks such as the Internet will carry a wide spectrum of new 
multimedia applications, such as VoIP, video on demand, etc. 
A key characteristic of these applications is that they require Quality of service 
guarantees. In particular create a connection and reserve it on the path between 
source and destination pairs. Call admission control algorithms are needed since 
network resources are limited. The call admission control is considered one of the 
important parameters that can affect the performance of QoS routing algorithms 
[117]. Call admission control is desirable to reject a request even when a feasible 
path has been found. 
 
However, the previous Localised algorithms were only path selection routing 
algorithms and this leads to them accepting every incoming flow that can be 
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physically accommodated. It is suggested that Localised QoS routing algorithms 
should be supplemented by a call admission control in order to maximize the 
connection requests that the network accepts, distribute the load throughout the 
network and thus reduce the overhead by minimizing the signalling effort.  
Simulations of various network topologies are used to illustrate the performance 
of the algorithm using various ranges of traffic loads.  
 
6.2 Higher-Level Call Admission Control 
This study distinguishes between link admission control and higher- level call 
admission control. Link admission control can be defined in the following way: a 
flow is routed over a path as long as it passes the admission control and resource 
reservation of each intermediate node along the path. While this type of admission 
control is required to control flow admission at each node [7], efficiency of QoS 
routing may require an additional layer of admission control. Higher- level call 
admission control would consider the resource requirement of each flow in 
relation to the available resources along a path, in order to determine whether it is 
profitable overall to admit the flow. Thus a flow may be rejected even if there is a 
feasible path to route the flow [7] [117].  
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6.3 The Congestion Avoidance Routing Algorithm  
The increasing demand for real-time multimedia applications has motivated 
researchers to develop routing algorithms to accommodate resources, such as the 
QoS for the Internet. It has been shown from the previous chapters that Localised 
routing algorithms discriminate against alternative paths which prefer short paths.  
 
With the explosive growth of Internet traffic, these characteristics of short path 
preferences lead to major drawbacks; by only using the links belonging to the 
short paths they become heavily loaded and this leads to congestion on these short 
paths, while the longer paths are under- loaded and may not be used at all [46] 
[116]. This makes unbalanced traffic distribution, and the resources are not used 
efficiently. Moreover, the previous chapter results observed that Localised QoS 
routing highly depends on network topology, and it has been shown that the above 
situation happens usually for sparse topologies with low connectivity, where the 
Localised routing algorithms show poor performance.  
 
On the other hand, Localised QoS routing algorithms perform routing decisions 
based on information updated from path request to path request, since future 
connection requests will be routed via congestion links until the whole cycle will 
repeat. In this chapter a new Localised congestion avoidance routing (CAR) 
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algorithm is introduced to enable decisions of routing to be made to avoid 
congestion for each connection request; selection of disjoint paths between source 
and destination will tend to show progress in reducing the overall blocking 
probability.  
 
The performance of the algorithm is evaluated using extensive simulations. 
Simulation results show that the CAR algorithm outperforms the credit based 
routing (CBR) [58] algorithm and quality based routing (QBR) algorithm under 
various ranges of traffic loads. 
 
The mechanism presented differs from previous Localised QoS routing algorithms 
in the following ways: 
 Previous Localised routing algorithms select a candidate path based on 
information (i.e. blocking probability, bandwidth) updated from path 
request to path request. In contrast, the CAR algorithm performs routing at 
the source node based on congestion state in each connection request.  
 The CAR algorithm performs routing by selection of disjoint paths away 
from candidate paths that consist of congestion links. 
 The CAR algorithm routes traffic over sparse topologies which would 
make the behaviour of Localised routing algorithms less dependent on 
network topology and would to enable use of scarce resources efficiently.  
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The congestion avoidance routing (CAR) algorithm is a source routing algorithm, 
where source routing makes the decision to route traffic from the source to the 
destination. The incoming flow can be routed among explicit paths selected from 
a set of candidate paths. It is assumed that signalling and resource reservation are 
used to make a path for each connection request. The signalling process starts at 
the source node by sending a setup message along the selected path. Each 
intermediate node performs an admission test to see whether the outgoing link has 
sufficient residual bandwidth for the new flow. If the link can accommodate the 
new flow, the requested bandwidth is reserved for that flow then the message is 
forwarded to the next link. The flow is admitted if all links can support the flow, 
otherwise the flow is rejected and a failure message is propagated back to the 
source node.  
 
The pseudo code for the CAR algorithm is given in Figure 6.1, as follows: 
Localised congestion avoidance routing requires a predetermined set of candidate 
paths R. The main characteristic is that it is associated with every path P in the 
candidate path set. The algorithm periodically advertises the congestion state by 
updating the blocked link in each blocking path request.  
 
Upon flow arriving at the source node, the signalling process starts to select a path 
to route the flow. If the link cannot accommodate the new flow, the flow is 
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rejected and the algorithm stores this congested link and a failure message is 
propagated back to the source node. The algorithm starts to select disjoint paths 
between the source and destination. If any of the future flow arrivals go through 
the congested candidate path the algorithm replaces the path with a second higher 
quality path (line 5) in order to avoid congestion. The algorithm admits the 
connection if all links along the path can satisfy the congestion state and satisfy 
the requested bandwidth for the flow. 
 
In terms of the path request basis, upon the flow being accepted along the path 
(line 8), the residual bandwidth is calculated, if its value is greater than that 
requested it is updated by one (line 10), or if it is smaller, it is updated by 0.5, 
which estimates and reflects the quality of the path (line 13). On the other hand, 
upon the flow being rejected the quality is updated to zero (line 18). Upon flow 
being rejected the algorithm stores the congested link for the next arrival of 
connection requests (line 16). 
 
PROCEDURE CAR( ) 
Initialisation ( ) 
 
Set P.Avg=1,PR 
 
CAR( ) 
 
1. if P.Avg=0 PR 
 
2. Set P.Avg=1, PR 
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3. Set P=max{P.Avg: PRmin}. 
 
Connection Request Update: 
 
4 If flow routed through congestion path 
 
5.        Change path P=second cand. Path. 
 
6. else 
 
7. Route flow along path P 
 
Path Request Update: 
 
8. if flow accepted{ 
 
9. if(ResidualBanndwidth>=Requested Bandwidth){  
 
10.     Set the value=1;  
11.      Calcu late (P.Avg,1)} 
 
12 else if(ResidualBanndwidth<RequestedBandwidth){  
 
13      Set the value=0.5;  
14      Calculate (P.Avg, 0.5)}} 
15 else 
 
16 Set Congested link 
17 Set the value=0; 
 
18. Calculate (P.Avg,0} 
 
END PROCEDURE 
     
Figure 6.1 CAR pseudo code  
The CAR algorithm make transition from static to dynamic update information 
and uses selection of disjoint paths and recalculation of the set o f candidate paths. 
A further study of these path selection methods can be found in [123] [121]. 
However, the main focus of this chapter will on integrated of call admission 
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control and Localised QoS routing algorithms and they are still only path selection 
routing algorithms.   
6.4 Localised Call Admission Control Algorithm 
The mechanism presented in this chapter differs from previous Localised QoS 
routing algorithms in the following ways: 
 Previous Localised routing algorithms were only path selection routing 
algorithms. The Localised call admission control with Localised routing 
algorithm is developed. To the best of our knowledge the call admission 
control algorithm has not been studied in the context of Localised routing 
algorithms.  
 Previous Localised routing algorithms route a connection if there is a path 
with sufficient bandwidth. Unfortunately, this approach can lead to 
congestion. It will accept a connection even if that connection can only be 
accommodated along an excessively long path that might be more 
efficiently used by some future connections.   
 The resources are reserved using routing algorithms as well as call 
admission control algorithms. The call admission control algorithm 
decides which connection should be accepted and which should be 
rejected. The routing decides the path selection used by the algorithm.  
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The Proposed Algorithm 
   A new call admission control algorithm (CAC) was used with Localised source 
routing where the source nodes take routing decision to route traffic from the 
source to the destination. 
The incoming flow can be routed among explicit paths selected from a set of 
candidate paths. It is assumed that signalling and resource reservation are used to 
make a path for each connection request. The signalling process starts at the 
source node by sending a setup message along the selected path. Each 
intermediate node performs an admission test to see whether the outgoing link has 
sufficient residual bandwidth for the new flow. If the link can accommodate the 
new flow, the requested bandwidth is reserved for that flow then the message is 
forwarded to the next link. The flow is admitted if all links can support the flow, 
otherwise the flow is rejected and a failure message is propagated back to the 
source node.  
 
However, the Localised PSR, CBR, QBR and CAR Localised QoS routing 
algorithms were only path selection routing algorithms and this leads to them 
accepting every incoming flow that can be physically accommodated. Our 
algorithm differs from previous Localised algorithms since call admission control 
algorithms proposed to manage the incoming flows.  
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The pseudo code for the CAC algorithm as given in Figure 6.2, as follows: 
 
Initialize ( ) 
Set P.Avg=1,PR 
CAC( ) 
1. if P.Avg=0 PR 
2. Set P.Avg=1, PR 
3. Set P=max{P.Avg: PRmin}. 
4.  If All Candidate Paths are Congested  
   // Requested Bandwidth > Residual Bandwidth     
     Block the flow 
5.  Else 
      Route the flow along path P 
4 If flow routed through congestion path 
5.        Change path P 
6. else 
7. Route flow along path P 
    Predefined Period: 
8.  if flow rejected   
     Set Congestion Path 
 
     
Figure 6.2 CAC algorithm pseudo code 
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Localised routing requires a predetermined set of candidate paths R. The main 
characteristic is that it is associated with every path P in the candidate path set. 
The algorithm periodically advertises the congestion state by updating the blocked 
link in each blocking path request.  
Upon flow arriving at the source node, the signalling process starts to select a path 
to route the flow. If the link cannot accommodate the new flow, the flow is 
rejected and the algorithm stores this congestion state and a failure message is 
propagated back to the source node. Note that the congestion state updated in each 
predefined period. The algorithm starts to select paths between the source and 
destination. If any of the future flow arrivals routed through the congestion path 
the algorithm replaces the path with a second higher quality path in order to avoid 
congestion. The algorithm admits the connection if all links along the path can 
satisfy the congestion state and satisfy the requested bandwidth for the flow.  
Upon flow arrival, the source node performs call admission control by blocking 
the requests that do not satisfy the requested bandwidth. It then prevents the 
arriving requests from entering the network when all the paths between each 
source and destination are congested. It does not require a signalling process to 
route the flow along the network and then propagate the failure message back to 
the source. It is not a good idea to route traffic along the link of congestion. 
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6.5 Performance Evaluation 
We now evaluate the performance of the proposed Localised algorithms; the CAR 
and CAC algorithms are compared against the Localised CBR algorithm and 
Localised QBR algorithm.  PSR and global QoS routing algorithms for 
comparison since Localised CBR has been shown to outperform both PSR and the 
global QoS routing (WSP) algorithm in all situations [2] [55]. 
 
6.5.1 Simulation Setup 
We implemented the Localised QoS routing scheme based on the discrete-event 
simulator OMNeT++ [60] [61] and conducted extensive simulations to test the 
performance. A variety of QoS routing schemes [23] [45] [64] [69] have been 
proposed to make routing decisions at the flow level. The predetermined 
Localised PSR and CBR algorithms perform routing decisions in the simulation at 
the flow level. By performing simulation at the flow level it is possible to simulate 
the performance of thousands of flows in an efficient manner, and consequently, 
the objectives and procedures differ from the packet level. Hence, it is only 
needed to perform flow level simulation to study the performance of the CAR 
algorithm.  
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Due to the fact that performance of the QoS routing algorithms may in fact vary 
with underlying network topologies [73], our simulation experiments consider 
different types of network topologies. A familiar ISP topology is used in the 
simulation, which is widely used in different QoS routing algorithm studies [68] 
[69] [72]. In addition, random and scale-free topologies are investigated. The 
random and scale-free topologies were generated using the BRITE generator [70]. 
Table 6.1 lists the most important characteristics of the topologies used in the 
simulation. 
 
 
Table 6.1 Topologies and their characteristics  
6.5.2 Traffic Generation 
Traffic engineering assumptions and parameters is stated in Section 4.4.2 
including the capacity, flow arrival distribution QoS requested distribution, 
offered network load formula and the parameters has been used in the simulation 
for CBR  algorithm.  
 
Topology 
Nodes Links 
Avg. degree 
Avg. Path 
Length 
BCM 
Metric 
ISP 32 108
 
3.375 3.177 14.296 
RANDOM 32 32 122 3.812 2.416 10.388 
SCALE-FREE 32 122 3.812 2.4274 10.179 
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6.5.3 Performance Metrics 
The performance metrics is stated in Section 4.4.3 including flow blocking 
probability and bandwidth blocking probability formulas and definitions.  
In our fairness calculation, the well-known Jain‟s fairness index [63] was used to 
evaluate the fairness of the algorithms.  
6.5.4 Simulation Results 
6.5.4.1 Blocking Probabilities 
The performance of CBR, QBR, CAR and CAC algorithms are compared under 
different settings using flow blocking probability and bandwidth blocking 
probability. 
 
6.5.4.2 Various Load Conditions  
Figure 6.3 compares the performance of CBR and CAC algorithms in terms of 
flow blocking probability and bandwidth blocking probability which are plotted 
under various ranges of offered loads. The flow and bandwidth blocking 
probabilities are plotted against the offered load using the random topology 
Random 32.  
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(a) Flow Blocking Probability 
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(b) Bandwidth Blocking Probability 
  
Figure 6.3 Performance of the CAC algorithm in Random 32 topology 
We noted that under very low loads the difference in the performance of the four 
algorithms is relatively small, which is intuitively expected since the probability 
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of finding sufficient resources in each link is high and flows are almost always 
accepted. However, performance varies significantly when the load increases. The 
bandwidth blocking probability grows more rapidly than the flow blocking 
probability, implying that flows with large bandwidth requirements are difficult to 
route, as expected.  
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Figure 6.4 Performance of the CAC algorithm in ISP topology  
 
It is also notable that the relative performance of the three algorithms is the same 
for flow and bandwidth blocking probabilities, suggesting that any may be used to 
evaluate the performance of Localised QoS routing algorithms, especially when 
the bandwidth requirements are slightly small compared to link capacities.  
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 (a) Flow blocking probability 
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 (b) Bandwidth blocking probability 
 
Figure 6.5 Performance of CAC algorithm in scale-free topology 
Since CAC makes routing decisions based on congestion information it gives the 
best performance compared with the other algorithms, it even performs better than 
CBR, particularly under heavy load.  
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The Localised CBR and QBR algorithms typically perform well in dense 
networks (Random 32 topology) in which there are enough candidate paths 
between any source and destination. On the other hand, Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5 
show the CAC algorithm in a sparse connected ISP topology and scale-free 
topology in which CBR and QBR show the worst performance compared with the 
CAC. The CAC algorithm gives superior performance and distributes the load 
throughout the network topology. The CAC algorithm clearly uses the more 
lightly loaded links and it is less dependent on the underlying network topology.  
 
6.5.4.2 Load Balancing 
Figure 6.6 shows the average Jain‟s index plotted as a function of the offered load 
under ISP topology. Each point in Figure 6.6 corresponds to one simulation run 
with the specified load. Since the index dynamically changes during the 
simulation with changes of instant carried traffic, the index is calculated at regular 
intervals of time over 2,000,000 connection requests. The load fluctuates rapidly 
over time and takes the average to be the Jain‟s index of the simulation run.  
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Figure 6.6 Average Jain’s index in ISP topology 
 
As shown in Figure 6.5, CAC gives the best fairness and always tries to distribute 
the incoming flows across all paths in the candidate set. It is shown that the 
fairness of the CAC algorithm increases as the load increases, as expected. Unlike 
CBR and QBR which always prefer short paths in sparse ISP topologies causing 
congestion, the CAC algorithm avoids congestion and distributes the load among 
the candidate paths; this can be noticed as it gives the best fairness index.  
 
6.5.4.3 Impact of Bursty Traffic 
Although Poisson traffic models have been extensively used to characterize the 
various dynamics of the Internet flow arrivals, recent studies [94] [95] have 
showed that the flow arrivals with heavy tails , such as Weibull distributions, 
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provide a more realistic traffic model representation. Consequently, the effect of 
bursty traffic is considered in the Scale-free topology and ISP topology where 
flow inter-arrival times follow the Weibull distribution.  
 
Following [2] [94], the burstiness of the traffic is modelled with two different 
values of shape parameter for the distribution, namely, a=0.3 for large shape 
parameters and a=0.7 for small shape parameters where burstiness is increased 
with a smaller shape value.  
 
Figure 6.7 shows the flow blocking probability plotted against the offered load 
with different shape values using scale-free topology and ISP topology. As shown 
in Figure 6.7, increased burstiness in the arrival process results in increased 
blocking probability over the offered loads used. Figure 6.7 shows that the 
burstiness has a significant impact on the performance of the CAC algorithm 
using different topologies and it outperforms the QBR in both shape parameters.  
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Figure 6.7 Impact of bursty traffic  
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(a ) Scale-Free Topology 
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(b ) ISP Topology 
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6.5.4.4 Large Bandwidth Requests 
To examine the effect of large bandwidth requests, the case of a heterogeneous 
traffic is considered that contains two classes of flows, small-bandwidth flows and 
large-bandwidth flows but having the same flow duration. The amount of 
bandwidth requested by flows is derived randomly from the range [0.1-2MB], 
with mean b1=1.05 for small-bandwidth flows, and [2-4] with mean b2=3, for 
large-bandwidth flows. The flow duration for both bandwidth flows using scale-
free topology is drawn from an exponential distribution with a mean value of 157 
time units. The performance is measured by varying the mix of small- and large- 
bandwidth flows, f and (1-f) respectively; if the fraction=0 all the arriving flows 
are large-bandwidth flows, if the fraction=1 all the arriving flows are small-
bandwidth flows, while keeping the offered load fixed. The arrival rates are 
changed according to the formula: 
1 2( (1 ) )f b f b Nh
LC



   
   …………………. (6.3) 
 
Figure 6.8 shows the flow and bandwidth blocking probabilities plotted as a 
function of the fraction of small-bandwidth flows. As shown the QBR scheme 
gives the worst performance, regardless of the fraction of small-bandwidth flows. 
For both schemes, the performance degrades as the fraction of large-bandwidth 
flows increases. Consequently, as the fraction of small-bandwidth flows increases 
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the blocking probability decreases and again, Figure 6.8 shows that the CAC 
algorithm performs better than QBR with small flows.  
 
Figure 6.8 shows the difference between the flow blocking metric and the 
bandwidth blocking metric. The flow blocking probability decreases more rapidly 
than the bandwidth blocking probability, implying that flows with large 
bandwidth requirements are hard to route.   
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Figure 6.8 Impact of large bandwidth in scale-free topology 
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The positive results presented in this chapter suggested that the use of call 
admission control with Localised routing using bandwidth metric is not 
necessarily scalable due to may increase the blocking probabilities at source 
nodes. Similarly, using call admission control using delay metric may a restrictive 
assumption due to the lack of scalability since the algorithm involves global 
information in each link / node [124].  
 
However, following the researchers in the field of QoS routing algorithms, it is 
assumed to use a bandwidth as Quality of Service metric for this study due to the 
following reasons:  
 
 Indeed, currently end-to-end delay is dominated by router hops and 
bandwidth rather than by delays in the routers [46] [86].  
 Many QoS metrics can be expressed as a function of the bandwidth metric 
[83] [84] using rate based schedulers [80] [81] [82] as presented in the 
practical algorithms such as QOPSF [47].  
 Using bandwidth avoids complexity and control efficiently link 
utilizations [85].   
The use of call admission control which applied average / instantaneous delay 
accumulations for end-to-end delay need to be represented at the packet level. 
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However the objectives and procedures between flow level and packet level is 
different [125].  
 
6.6 Time complexity 
Most global QoS routing algorithms perform variants of Dijkstra ‟s algorithm on 
the resulting graph. This takes at least O (N log N+L) time, where N is the size of 
the network (nodes) and L is the number of links (edges) in the network. The time 
complexity of selecting a path among the set of candidate paths R in the CAC 
algorithm is O (|R|).  
On the other hand, the CAC routing algorithm requires O (|1|).  
 
In fact, QoS routing is scalable when the overhead increases linearly as the 
number of nodes increases. In global QoS routing each node requires a view on 
the status of the whole network through link state updates. On the other hand, in 
Localised CAC algorithm limits the decision at the edge only source nodes need 
to control the admission with routing. Moreover, Localised algorithms do not use 
the global state to maintain each router which imposes a routing overhead when 
keeping the link state updated.  
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6.7 Summary 
In this chapter, different from previous Localised algorithms which select a path 
based on information updated from path request to path request, a Localised 
congestion avoidance routing algorithm (CAR) is presented which relies on 
making routing decisions at the source node, based on information updated in 
each connection request in order to avoid congestion and distributes the load 
efficiently. CAR algorithm made transition from static update information to 
dynamic update information. A simulation model was developed to enable a 
performance evaluation of the proposed algorithm in realistic scenarios.  
 
A new call admission control with Localised QoS routing algorithm is developed 
in order to limit QoS routing decisions to edge routers and achieve an efficient 
utilisation of network resources. CAC algorithm reduces the overhead by 
minimizing the signalling effort [119] [122].  
 
Only a portion of the results were observed in this chapter. The results were 
published in research papers [120] [121] [122], however many details had to be 
added for this chapter. 
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   Chapter 7 
Conclusions and Future 
Recommendations 
7.1 Conclusions 
One barrier to the deployment of large-scale networks is the scalability of QoS 
routing. The exchange of global state information has a critical impact on the path 
selection of QoS routing algorithms. However, it is impractical to maintain 
accurate network state information with rapid changes to network topology and 
growing network resources. The difficult elements of scalability are the overheads 
associated with maintaining the global state information and the overheads 
imposed by computation overheads. Any effective solution to the scaling problem 
should target at least one of these overheads.      
 
A Localised QoS routing approach was proposed as an alternative approach to 
global QoS routing. This was proposed with the aim of solving the inherent 
problem of scalability in large-scale networks.  
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Such an efficient approach for Localised QoS routing has been the scope of this 
thesis. Throughout this thesis is demonstrated how Localised QoS routing 
algorithms could be considered an alternative scalable approach to the QoS 
routing problem. This thesis is concluded by highlighting the contributions of this 
thesis and revealing new insights into Localised QoS routing schemes. In the 
following section, further research is suggested or development that could be 
undertaken in the future. 
 
  New Localised QoS routing algorithms are proposed. Each was compared 
with the Localised credit based QoS routing algorithm and it was shown that 
these could be considered viable alternative scalable approaches to the QoS 
routing problem. 
 Throughout the thesis demonstrated that performance of any QoS routing 
algorithm depends on the network topology and the strictness of the QoS 
constraints. Hence, the network topology must be taken into account when 
evaluating the performance of any QoS routing algorithm.  
 It is also demonstrated that the Localised QoS routing should be based on 
algorithms that directly reflect the quality of a path, rather than algorithms 
based indirectly on the quality of the path. A simulation model has been 
developed to enable the evaluation of the proposed performance in realistic 
scenarios. 
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 A new QBR algorithm is developed to make routing decisions using 
bandwidth, which is the same QoS metric used. It is demonstrated through 
simulations that they perform better than the CBR algorithm. 
 A new BCM metric is developed to increase the flexibility of a large 
number of possible candidate paths that can be used to predict which 
network topologies gives better performance on the quality of Localised 
routing algorithms, taking path length into consideration.  
 A new model (BCM network) is explored using the BCM metric that can be 
rewired to introduce increasing the connections that the network accepts. 
 The results in this demonstrated that Localised QoS routing performs well 
with non-uniform traffic patterns, which lends itself to partitioned networks 
that reflect the non-uniformity using the BCM metric. 
 A Localised congestion avoidance routing (CAR) algorithm is developed in 
which the decision of routing is taken based on information updated in each 
connection request which distributes the load efficiently. CAR algorithm 
made transition from static update information to dynamic update 
information.  
 A new call admission control algorithm is developed in order to limit QoS 
routing decisions to edge routers and achieve an efficient utilisation of 
network resources.  
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 This thesis demonstrated that the presented Localised QoS routing scheme 
performs better than the CBR algorithm with bursty connection requests, 
heterogeneous traffic and, therefore, it might be easy to deploy in practice 
on realistic networks. 
 
7.2 Recommendations for Future Research 
Some logical recommendations listed for future research work that could be 
considered within the context of this thesis.  
 
 The proposed Localised routing algorithms assumed the use of bandwidth as 
a QoS metric and that the performance of Localised QoS routing algorithms 
depends on the selection of candidate path set; this needs more investigation 
in other metrics. Another feasible extension to the proposed algorithms 
would combine bandwidth and delay constraints in future research work. 
 Extending the Localised algorithms to the case of QoS multicast routing is 
another important area. No multicast algorithm has been developed based on 
this Localised routing approach. 
 The issue of selecting a candidate path set has a significant impact on how 
Localised QoS routing algorithms perform, and this needs to be investigated 
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further in the context of the dynamic selection of a candidate path set 
between any source and destination in the topology.  
 A call admission control approach is needed with regard to Localised 
routing algorithms to route guaranteed traffic for multimedia applications. 
 Considering and generating the BCM topology by distribution probability 
function analysis is a possible future work.  
 Realistic topologies such as the Internet are not static networks. Evaluation 
of the BCM clustering metric by increasing the number of nodes is also 
required from future research work. 
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